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 editor’s letter

making this month’s mag:

Welcome…
What kind of guitar player are you? For 
years, the traditional two-guitar setup in a 
band was defined by ‘rhythm’ and ‘lead’, but 
even if you consider yourself a ‘lead guy’ 
chances are you’re actually both. rhythm 
guitar is what we spend most of our time 
playing in songs, and that doesn’t have to 
mean chugging barre chords. this month, 
we’re exploring some fundamental 
techniques of the rhythm masters in 
different styles to help you develop your 

timing, learn some valuable new chords and 
hopefully get to grips with some new genres .

elsewhere in this month’s mag we speak with former Verve 
man Nick Mccabe. Nick played on some of the era-defining 
tunes of britpop, and it’s interesting to see an ‘indie’ player 
approach the guitar free of the cliches – no wonder he’s one of 
the most memorable players from that era. Sticking with the 
cream of the indie crop, you can learn to play the Stone roses’ 
Waterfall on p104. Here’s hoping for that new album!

Finally, keep your eyes peeled for next month’s issue, where 
we’ll be bringing you your new-look tG. We’ve listened to 
your feedback, and we’re bringing you more of what you want: 
more songs, more lessons, more practical advice from the best 
players and the best in affordable gear. See p48 for more about 
that – I think you’re going to love it!

Stuart Williams, editor
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HaVING 
warmed himself 

up with this month’s cover feature, 
chris has also recorded video riff 
lessons on some of our favourite 
songs featuring the Human riff, 
Keith richards. “riffy classics such 
as Honky tonk Women remind us 
not to neglect those rhythm skills,” 
says the big man. Wise words.

 Chris  
 Bird  

 josh  
 gardner 

 roB  
 laing  

JosH spent a 
fair proportion 

of this issue swanning around 
sunny New York city while the 
rest of the team slogged away 
back in rainy england. He returned 
with a bounty of Jolly ranchers 
and Peanut butter cups, however, 
so he’s been begrudgingly 
welcomed back into the tG fold…

rob’s been 
grappling with 

his live acoustic tone since he 
could say ‘piezo’, sniffing around 
other players’ rigs like a tonehound 
desperate to discover the secret  
of sounding unplugged while 
plugged in. And what has he 
discovered on p60? there’s many 
things you can do to sound better.
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first look…

Marr 
attacks
Fender gives the Johnny 
Marr Jaguar a black-on-
black makeover

S top us if you think you’ve seen this 
one before, but the Johnny Marr 
Jaguar is back… in black. Yes, for 

2016, Fender has given The Smiths man’s 
signature a sleek makeover – and with the 
imminent arrival of Marr’s autobiography, 
Set The Boy Free, now seems as good a time 
as any to take a closer look at this fine, fine 
feline. With a black body and black 
scratchplate, this is one handsome devil 
indeed, but elsewhere, Marr’s signature 
tweaks prove that some Jags are better  
than others – so much so, in fact, that the  
JM model has become Fender’s best-selling 
Jaguar. That’s some feat for a guitar with  
a £1,839 price tag hanging from the 
headstock, but there are several reasons 
why it’s earned its accolades…

Photography: Olly Curtis

“Marr’s signature tweaks 
prove that some Jags are 
better  than others - so much 
so, in fact, that the  JM model 
has become Fender’s best-
selling Jaguar”

  2   PickuPs 
Two custom-wound Bare 
Knuckle pickups deliver 
cutting Jaguar tones, but in 
combination with the myriad 
switching options, Gretsch 
and Rickenbacker-style jangle 
can also be had

  3   Vibrato 
Several traditional Jaguar 
bugbears lie with the 
unreliable vibrato; Marr 
addresses the problems by 
adding Mustang saddles with 
nylon post inserts to the 
bridge, while a taller vibrato 
arm with nylon insert keeps it 
in place wherever you place it

  1  switching 
Marr haS done away with 
the typical rhythm/lead 
circuits here; instead, a 
four-position blade selector 
adds a series option for 
increased output, while the 
two upper-horn switches add 
top-end or roll off low-end
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riff of the month

As well as standard 
guitars, Seasick 
Steve is known for 

playing his ‘one-stringed 
diddley bow’ and his 
‘three-string trance wonder’. 
Even on a six-string he’s 
creative with his tunings 
(often to make slide easier), 
which means playing like 
him isn’t easy. Thankfully, 
this riff can be played in 
standard tuning (EADGBE), 
which is what we’ve done. 

Played four times, this riff 
is essentially based in 4/4 
time, but the first two cycles 
in the intro have an unusual 
length. Steve extends these 
phrases by two beats to 
create a longer pause 
between them. That means 
it’s best to think of the first 
four bars as 4/4, 6/4, 4/4, 
then 6/4 again. For the final 
two repeats, he removes the 
‘extra’ beats and locks in 
with the 4/4 drum groove.

Seasick Steve
  Keep ThaT horse BeTween You and The Ground 0:00   

CHANNEL Overdrive

gain bass mid treble reverb

Use A slightly driven amp  
with an overdrive pedal to 
boost the guitar signal and  
add a little gain. A compressor 
is non-essential, but can help 
give a smoother, slick sound. 
Steve is very much a ‘warts 
and all’ kind of player, so dig in 
with your pick and let any extra 
sounds become a part of the 
overall performance.

compressor pedAl
Sensitivity: 5  Attack: 0  Level: 7

overdrive pedAl  
Gain: 3.5  Tone: 5  Level: 7
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PEArL 
JAm’s 
TEN 
(GrANd)
mcCready’s 
eyewatering ’59 
burst model

mosT bLEssEd owners of 
a coveted ’59 Gibson Les Paul Burst will stare 
longingly at it behind locked doors and never released 
it into the wild again. Not Pearl Jam’s Mike McCready, 
who tours the world with his. Gibson has now 
honoured it with 50 signed Custom Shop models in 
historic spec with every ding and scuff replicated. But 
don’t get too excited; they’re getting on for 10 grand a 
pop. Smash the piggy banks and see where you’re at 
because there will also be 150 vOS models coming in 
at around £4,779. Ouch.  
www.gibson.com

dumbLE 
sEEd
is mXr’s new 
overdrive the 
holy grail in  
a box?

mXr’s NEw Shin-Juku drive (£166) isn’t explicit 
about the amp it’s trying to ape but the mission 
statement of capturing ‘the rarest and most 
sought-after amps ever made’ leaves us in no doubt 
its the dumble Overdrive Special. This limited edition 
overdrive is a collaboration with highly respected 
Japanese amp tech and pedal designer Shin Suzuki 
and offers streamlined output, tone and gain controls 
with the prospect of big sustain and fast response. 
But can it out-dumble Way Huge’s recent Overrated 
Special? We shall see…
www.jimdunlop.com

FruiT 
mACHiNE
black stone Cherry 
Prs signature  
model released

CHris robErTsoN has been 
endorsing PrS guitars and 
amps for a few years now and 
the Black Stone Cherry vocalist/
guitarist’s loyalty has paid off 
with the announcement of his 
first signature Se model (£995). 
Chris’s preference of a Singlecut 
loaded with a US PrS 57/08 
humbucker in the bridge and an 
Se Soapbar in the neck suggests 
versatility aplenty for this 
limited edition european 
exclusive. The finish? Black 
Stone Cherry Burst, of course!
www.prsguitarseurope.com

8   ocToBEr 2016

All the video lessons in this issue of Total Guitar are 
available to view online at www.bit.ly/tg285video

 video  
lesson
www.bit.ly/tg285video
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Beware Of
Darkness
Rock reignited as Darkness lights the way

A s opening statements go, 
“Muthafucka, I’m back from the 
dead. About to raise hell, I’m out  

of my coma and ready to show ya” rates 
pretty highly on TG’s ‘outrageous swag-o-
meter’. The line, accompanied by a fizzing 
Bolan-esque riff, kicks off Beware Of 
Darkness’ second album Are You Real? and 
is an admission, challenge and mission 
statement all wrapped-up in one.

“When we made the first album, it was 
honestly the worst experience I’ve had in 
my life,” says the LA trio’s frontman, Kyle 
Nicolaides. “I know now how you should 
never feel when you make a record.   
Then we toured and I just hit a bottom, 
personally. The spirit of this record was 
borne out of wanting to overcome that.” 

That gritted-teeth attitude flows through 
just about every facet of Are You Real? 
– there’s a clarity and determination here 
sorely missing in many meandering, 
arthritic rock releases. 

“I wanted to push the rock ’n’ roll genre 
forward as much as I could, to make the 
best rock ’n’ roll record of the last 10 years 
– something that sounded fresh,” says Kyle. 
“I just feel like rock music needs that. I don’t 
want to hear anymore boring pentatonic 
riffs and really bad lyrics. That’s why I think 
hip-hop is winning [the battle for popular 

music appeal] right now, because there’s  
an honesty there.”

Are You Real? certainly does feel like an 
evolution. It’s rooted in everything from 
T-Rex to Oasis and Led Zeppelin, but the 
fact that Kyle spent most of the sessions 
listening to Yeezus and Kendrick Lamar – 
even co-writing with hip-hop producer 
Trinity at one point – helps explain the 
modern tonal bombast.

“I don’t know even know what amps   
I used on the record, because I broke ’em 
all!” laughs Kyle. “Within four days every 
amp I had in the studio was blown.    
I thought, ‘I have a choice here: I can 
thrown my guitar against the wall and say, 
‘Fuck it!’ or I can move on.’ Because I did 
the latter, I grabbed amps I’d never played 
before and we got rad tones that we never 
would have dreamed about.”

It is, says Kyle, a good metaphor for his 
approach to the whole album – and life in 
general. “When something comes at you, 
you’re either going to stand-up and 
overcome it, or let it crumble you,” he 
concludes. “This record was a conscious 
choice to fight and make it better.”

For FAns oF: T-Rex, The Struts, Wolfmother
HeAr: Muthafucka
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For FAns oF: Arcane Roots, Royal 
Blood, Muse  HeAr: Empire

For FAns oF: Ty Segall, Velvet 
Underground  HeAr: Two Step

Reigning Days

Broncho

Need a brooding power trio? Seize the Days!

Deceptive masters of melodic chug

I liken being in a band to being 
in a relationship,” says Dan 
Steer, frontman of Reigning 

Days. “You might come out of it 
and think, ‘Wow, that was a lucky 
escape’ or ‘Damn, I miss those 
times’, but whatever the outcome, 
you’ve learned a lot about what 
and what not to do.”

Having spent some years in the 
wilderness after the dissolution of 
his previous band, The Quails, 
Dan has returned in some style 
with this power trio. Economical 
songwriting, sizeable, anthemic 
tunes and goliath tone are the 
order of the ’Days. The latter is in 
part due to bassist Jonny Finnis’ 
dual bass and guitar amp set-up, 
forming a huge bed for Dan’s Strat 
and Blackstar combination.

“I think Jonny has more effects 
than anyone I’ve ever seen,” 
laughs Dan. “There are times 

F rom BB King’s bends to Peter 
Green’s vibrato, some 
players just ooze personality. 

Ryan Lindsey, of Oklahoma 
garage-rockers Broncho, is no 
bluesman, but over the course  
of three records he’s used his 
“melodic chugging” to create 
worlds, crafting killer hooks from 
marching waves of sublime fuzz.

“It’s kind of a mixture of playing 
lead and rhythm,” reckons Ryan. 
“I float in that world of chugging 
forever and then letting it breathe. 
I like that freedom.”

Using a Silvertone 1448, a 
stereo amp set-up of a Kay and 
Peavey Deuce and a handful of 
battered, borrowed pedals Ryan’s 
tone has become a signature 
sound. “I’ve created this little 
vortex that feels really good,” he 
says. “The thing I like about the 
Silvertones is that they’re already 
really beefy, so if I just carve out 

when he’s putting out guitar and 
bass [frequencies] and I’m putting 
another layer over the top. We 
worked hard on making the 
studio sound sonically possible,  
so we’re quite proud of that.”

Their self-titled EP showcases a 
band who are poised to break out 
in style. Empire’s ridiculous riff 
recalls groups like Arcane Roots, 
while Friendly Fire’s debauched 
darkness would see them handle 
a Royal Blood support slot ably.

“Support slots are my favourite 
way to do it,” adds Dan, when we 
ask future plans. “If you can turn 
some heads and make people shut 
up, or come up to you afterwards, 
that’s the best feeling.” Expect 
queues at the merch stand.

the bass on the amp, that’s where 
the magic is.” 

2014’s stuttering hit Class 
Historian is a good starting point, 
but third album Double Vanity 
taps into darker territory and 
evolves the formula further. Songs 
like Two Step and Soak Up The  
Sun causing the sort of cathartic 
hip-shaking reaction in the 
listener that really shouldn’t  
work, but does…

“I like it when you have a 
multi-personality disorder  
[in your writing],” explains Ryan.  
“Where you can be talking about 
something fun in a really dark 
world, or have something that 
sounds happy but is about 
something really dark. You’ve got 
to get your emotions confused!”
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JD Simo is a Gibson man and 
tells us he’s also bringing his 
’62 ES-335 along for this tour

Oxford teenager Aaron 
Keylock keeps the Gibson 
theme with his Firebird V

Federal Charm’s Nick Bowden and Paul 
Bowe (left) with his 1960 Reissue LP 
complete the blues-rock line-up
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“I think people will 
always be attracted 
to music that means 

something ”

Planet Rock 
Roadstars Tour: 
Simo, Aaron Keylock 
and Federal Charm
The story of the blues continues with a three-act bonanza

The blues is destined to be shadowed 
by the builders of its legacy; the 
lineage of masters such as Johnson, 

Waters, the Three Kings and the heroes  
they would inspire. But for the blues to 
evolve and thrive it needs to pass the baton 
to new generations, which is why we’re 
pleased to see the Roadstars Tour 
showcasing three upcoming acts from both 
sides of the Atlantic. 

“I think because the music is timeless,” 
says Aaron Keylock on his love of blues 
rock. We tipped the teenager as one to 
watch at the start of the year with a debut 
album in the works. “I started listening to it 
when I was eight and going to shows at 10 
with my parents,” he 
explains. “I’ve always 
thought it was really 
cool that the people 
who was there to see 
bands like Zeppelin 
and Humble Pie back 
in the day also come 
to your shows and say 
that they dig your music. At the same time 
you’ve got these teenagers coming along 
and really getting into what you do, they 
may never of heard of all the blues greats 
but in a small way it’s the same as the 
Stones  did for that generation (and me), 
introducing so many people to Chuck 
Berry, Muddy Waters and Howlin’ Wolf and 
all those guys, which is what carries the 
music on and why it survives.”

Fellow Brits Federal Charm hail from 
Manchester, releasing second album Across 
The Divide late last year, and they’re also 
well aware that the recognition heritage is 
very much part of moving forwards in blues 
rock. “The soul and honesty to blues and 
blues musicians appealed to me,” says Paul 
Bowe of his own experience, who 
alongside frontman Nick Bowden forms 
the only duel-guitar attack on the tour. “It 

obviously came via a passion for 60s and 
70s rock growing up and you soon begin to 
learn the history and inspirations,” he adds. 
“I thinks its important for blues and rock for 
future generations to continue to progress 
and be inspired by its history.”

The crowds both acts are seeing at gigs 
so far reflect this with a mix of veteran 
blues panthers who remember seeing 
Humble Pie back in the day, and teenagers 
looking for something with soul and 
substance from their guitar fix. Everyone  
is welcome on this tour, says Nick; “It’s 
vital for players of all ages to experience 
the blues and immerse themselves in it   
I think,” he offers. “After all, it’s how this 

rock ’n’ roll thing 
started.” We can’t 
argue with that 
proposition, or 
indeed the 
chance to see   
the Stateside 
co-headliner of 
this blues 

triumvirate in action with powerhouse 
Gibson-toting JD Simo and his Nashville 
trio. “I was attracted to its rawness,” JD 
tells of his own passion and the timeless 
appeal of the blues. “For me, if it’s primal 
and raw which basically means honest and 
truthful, I’m all about it. It’s never gone out 
of style, you know? I think people will 
always be attracted to music that means 
something. Not all blues or any type of 
music for that matter necessary means 
something or is good... but if it’s truthful 
and not bullshit, people will always be 
attracted to it.” 

With these three forces joining to prove 
the blues is in gifted hands for the future, 
this isn’t one for people to miss.

For tickets and more information about the Road 
Stars Tour, visit www.planetrock.com
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Artist:

HertfordsHire rockers Lower than 
Atlantis are putting the finishing touches  
to their as-yet-untitled fifth album, set for 
release next year. they’ve also announced 
their biggest UK headline tour to date – 
including a stop at London’s historic brixton 
Academy – so 2017 is shaping 
up to be a busy one. but, as Mike 
Duce explains, it’s felt like the 
most challenging time for the 
band he started in 2007…

“over the last album cycle, we 
were dropped by Island records, 
our manager left us… it felt like no one cared 
about our band anymore! I was working on  
a couple of songs that I’d written for other 
people, but in the end I thought, ‘Lets make 
an album, we’ve got nothing to lose!’ At the 
end of the day, it beats working in an office!” 

If new single Work For It sounds like LtA 
are showing their heavier side, that’s partly 
down to the gear used. Historically, Duce 
has sworn by his Strats and custom First 
Acts, but to get the right tones for their latest 
single, it finally felt like time to go full fat…

“the new single was recorded on a Mesa/
boogie triple rectifier,” he grins. “I don’t use 
American gain, it’s not really my thing.     
I actually used a seven-string for it and it 
wasn’t cutting through on anything else –  
it sounded too muddy. Funnily enough, the 

guitar I used was the signature Jackson by a 
guy who played in Fear Factory for a bit [the 
christian olde Wolbers model]. I’m not big 
on the band, though! I’m not really a metal 
player – I bought it to write something heavy, 
and that was the first thing that came out.”

to streamline the recording process, the 
Watford quartet tracked the majority of the 
guitars clean in their own studio, opting to 
re-amp at a later stage.

“You can focus more on playing and worry 
about the tonal stuff later on,” continues 

Duce. “It’s almost more annoying knowing 
you can do anything these days, you can lose 
a lot of time wondering what to do and how 
to go about it. We wanted to get a really 
good clean sound – concentrating on things 
like the right pickup selection.”

And naturally, having their 
own studio afforded the band 
new creative luxuries…

“We’re very lucky,” admits 
Duce. “You never really feel   
free recording in other places. 
You know you are paying an 

extortionate amount of money to be there. 
You don’t want to be £100k in the red, you 
won’t make it back unless you’re Justin 
bieber! our old label who were supposed to 
release the album basically said they didn’t 
care, we could take the advance and leave. 
So we were like, ‘thanks and fuck you,’ and 
took it. We built the studio with it… which  
is basically the dream for any musician!”

Singer/guitarist Mike Duce checks in from the studio, where 
the Watford quartet have been tracking what feels like the 
album that saved their career…

Lower tHan atLantis

“Focus on playing and worry 
about the tonal stuff later”

The band didn’t 
want to get tied 
up tweaking stuff

Recording in your 
own studio gives 
you more freedom

Mike moved out of 
his Strat comfort 
zone on the album

Lower Than Atlantis’s as-yet untitled new album  
will be released early 2017.
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 Devin Townsend
The Canadian prog lord talks rubbish guitars, dealing with the 
YouTube haters and the simple joy of being out of tune…

Got my first real six string…
“The first acoustic guitar I owned 
was made by Sears, straight from 
the catalogue. It was an absolute, 
unadulterated piece of crap. 
When the neck broke it separated 
from the body but it was still 
connected by some kind of freak 
of nature, so I would pull on the 

headstock and make it act as a 
whammy bar. The first electric 
guitar I had was a Vantage 
Avenger. It was a hideous red, but 
very functional guitar. My dream 
guitar at that time was the one 
that was $50 more than I could 
afford and I wanted it because it 
was camouflage. A few years later 
my Gear Acquisition Syndrome 
kicked in and I wanted a white 
Strat with two humbuckers, 
because I had seen KK Downing 
play something like that.”

Let me show you the way…
“I must have been in fifth grade 
when this group of people came 

in to do a presentation at the 
school I was in. They had guitars 
and this guy was telling us about 
guitars. All of the kids went crazy 
when he played the guitar and 
that’s when I thought, ‘Oh, clearly 
this is what I need to do.’ Later  
on, KK Downing was a big 
influence on me. I loved his style 
because it was out of control.  
It’s the same reason why I love 
Jane’s Addiction. When they first 
started, Perry Farrell’s voice would 
hit wrong notes but with so much 
intention and echo that it forced 
itself to be right. KK Downing did 
the exact same thing for me when 
I was a kid.”

When the going gets tough…
“The best piece of advice I could 
offer anybody is to learn how to 
fail efficiently. You are going to 
fail, you are going to hurt yourself, 
you are going to fall. But, the 
people that succeed are the ones 
that learn from that and learn 
how to either not let it happen 
again or to just get up and not let 
the pain affect you. Look at the 
internet, whenever you put 
anything up on YouTube there are 
so many people out there with a 
vested interest in being cruel and 
hating you. If you pay attention to 
that it will affect you. You have to 
be stronger than your insecurity.” 

I got the music in me…
“My biggest weakness is a  
guitar player is that I am not truly 
connected to the instrument.  
I have viewed it as a tool and a 
means to an end from the very 
beginning. So when I see players 
like Jeff Beck, guys for whom the 
guitar is an extension of their 
personality, that is something  
that I don’t have. For me my 
connection to the instrument is 
that it is like a pencil to me. That 
led to my biggest strength as a 
guitar player which is that my 
vision musically is singular 
enough that when I have an  
idea I can get it out.”

Let’s work together…
“It was very interesting to 
collaborate in songwriting with 
the other guys in the Devin 
Townsend Project on our new 
album [Transcendence]. It was 
scary because I hadn’t done that 
for a long time. I really appreciate 
those guys. I realised that my 
need to control people and  
other musicians can be rather 
counterproductive. But, to be  
fair to myself, in the past I have 
experimented with letting go of 
control and it has blown up in my 
face with the record sounding 
poor. If there was anybody worth 
giving up some of that creative 
control to, it is the Devin 
Townsend Project guys who have 
spent 10 years doing what I have 
asked them to do. Collaborating 
on our new record became 
inspiring and challenging.”

“I am not truly connected to the 
instrument – I view it as a tool.   
the guitar is like a pencil to me” Devin Townsend’s new album, 

Transcendence, is out now on Inside Out

5 minutes alone





“This is actually the third signature model we made. The original was 
a triple-humbucker and then we had two colours in that so technically 
this would be the third. This is a semi-hollow with 24.5-inch scale, 
24-frets, mahogany back in Trampas Green. There’s a guy in the finish 
department at PRS who’s last name is Trampas  and he had come up 
with the colour and had shown  it to me on a sample and I just fell in love 

with it. It’s also available in Vintage Sunburst.”
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The PRS fan talks us through 
his distinctive semi
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Me and My guitar

Shinedown’s latest album, 
Threat To Survival is out 

now on Atlantic.

Zach Myers
shinedown

“The bridge pickup is a PRS 
245 Treble, neck is a 245 Bass.  
I use all three positions, and a lot 
of people ask me what I change 
on the [production] guitar and 
it’s literally nothing. The way you 
get it is the way I get it, basically. 
I put strap locks on it and  
I believe it comes with 0.009s,  
I put 0.011s on it, and maybe my 
tech might raise or lower the 
pickup to whatever I prefer.”

 “The clear knobs are just 
something that I’ve always done, 
and I wanted the bird inlays 
because it’s the classic look. 
I wanted the vintage tuners 
because it’s also a classic look.”

“iT plays amazing. It’s got a 
wide fat neck on it, which  
I like a lot. It’s kind of chunky and 
it feels really good. It’s not overly 
chunky like a ’59 or something 
like that. Just a natural feeling big 
neck that adjusts to your hand.”

“iT has the PRS adjustable bridge, which is my 
favourite bridge on any guitar of all time. It’s just a solid 
bridge and the way it’s bolted into the guitar, you can 
feel the resonance through the guitar.”

 “iT’s a mahogany 
neck with a satin 
finish so it has no 
lacquer on the 
neck, which gives 
it a nice smooth 
vintage-y play that 
I like a lot. I sweat a 
lot on stage so this 
helps out with that. 
I actually used to 
wear a a glove that 
was cut [down] so 
I could feel like I had 
that kind of satin 
finish on my neck.”

“i wanTed the natural back, with 
natural neck and binding which was 
something I was really into at the 
time and still love. I believe it’s  
a big selling point of the guitar.” 
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T h e  S i m p l e  l i f e
Dear Mr/Mrs tG, I’ve been reading lots of different guitar mags over the last 
few years extolling the virtues of expensive gear and I’m sorry to say, I’ve been 
sucked in by some of it, but it was only recently that something hit me square 
between the eyes – p68 issue 282: Five Ways to Improve Your barre chords.

Apparently, I’m an ‘advanced’ guitarist (I’m currently studying for my rGt 
grade six electric guitar), but for the last few months have been feeling anything 
but advanced. but it was your two-page lesson on barre chords that made me 
realise that I need to spend more time practising and enjoying some of  
the simpler things in guitar.

the Five Ways… feature hit home even more because the guitar used 
to illustrate it looked almost identical to one of my guitars – my old White 
Mexican Strat. Now, that guitar is getting a bit long in the tooth, and I was 
thinking about buying a pricey new replacement soon, but in the spirit of me 
keeping things simple, I decided that instead I’d upgrade it with a new Mint 
Green scratchplate and some bare Knuckle humbuckers. I’ve got a ’77 Gibson 
Les Paul Deluxe Pro, but since my revamp, I’ve been spending more and more 
time with my trusty old Strat – funny that, eh? 

What’s my point? Well, I think I’m trying to say that maybe instead of 
spending loads of time widdling and blowing all your cash on high-end gear, 
sometimes it’s more fun to keep things simple – you might find it inspires you 
more as a guitarist, I did!
Simple matt, South Wales

Hi Matt, we’re glad you enjoyed the Five Ways… and we couldn’t agree more with your 
philosophy. We’re big believers here at TG that while buying new gear is fun, it’s also 
important to love the gear you have, get the most out of it, and enjoy playing. After all, we  
all picked up the guitar to make music, not cork-sniff!

S T a r  p r i z e ! 
TC Electronic TonePrint pedal
take your pick from tc’s tonePrint series, including 
the corona chorus, Flashback Delay, Hall of Fame 
reverb and more! www.tcelectronic.com

CHoosEyour PrizE

   letter  

Don’t get shot of 
your tired old gear 
– bring it back to life!

The CUBE Street is  
a perfect choice for 
budding buskers

T h e  l i f e  O f  B r i a n
Dear tG, I’m writing to take issue with Angry 
Kev’s comments in tG282 about ‘no-mark’ 
guitarists such as brian Fallon. If he had 
actually listened to the Gaslight Anthem or  
his work with the Horrible crowes and Molly 
& the Zombies he would realise that brian is  
a very accomplished guitarist and singer… and 
a fantastic songwriter. I think Angry Kev could 
learn a thing or two from brian Fallon if he 
actually broadened his musical tastes.
adam parker, via email

a u d i O  S l a v e
Hi there, guitar mag people! I’ve been buying 
Total Guitar for the last couple of years, and  
one of my favourite things about getting it each 
month is listening to the song backing tracks 
on the cD. It’s amazing how close you get  
to the originals! As a frustrated singer, I’ve 
actually been using them to practice my pipes 

over as well as learning them on the guitar. 
Please keep it up!
del march, via email

h i p  r e p l a c e m e n T
I’ve been spending my lunch breaks checking 
out gear demos on Youtube and is it just me,  
or is it hard to keep up? I thought I was quite 
into my kit, but every week it seems like there’s 
a new hip brand coming along, with  a hefty 
price tag to match. 
It made me 
wonder, what  
if I do buy an 
expensive pedal 
from a boutique 
name, and want 
to sell it, will it 
hold its value? 
call me old 
fashioned, 
but I’ll be 

sticking with the brands I know for now – my 
tele, my PrS Se and my blackstar Ht-club.
Nick litcheNS, via email

T h r e e  B u S k a T e e r S
tG, I need your help! I’m about to start busking, 
I’ve got my license, my acoustic  and I’ve sorted 
my setlist. I just don’t know how I’m going to 
make any noise! What’s a good amp that I can 
get for not too much money to take down the 

high street and try and 
earn a few quid?

tom colNe,  
via email

We’d recommend 
trying out the roland 

CuBE street, Mackie 
Freeplay and Laney  
AH-Freestyle, Tom. 
All of these can be 
powered by batteries, 
and won’t break the 

bank… or your back!

totalguitar@futurenet.com
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WIN!

T&Cs: The competition is open to UK entrants only. Under 18s must obtain parental consent to enter this competition and be able to demonstrate this to Total Guitar’s reasonable satisfaction. Answers must be received 
between 19/09/2016 and 20/10/2016. The winners will be selected at random from all correct entries received between the relevant dates and will be sent the prize free of charge. Each winner will be notified within 
28 days of the closing date and will be required to give details of a delivery address in the UK to which the prize should be sent. By entering this competition, you consent to us using your personal details to send you 
information about products and services of Future and Fender that may be of interest to you. For full terms and conditions, please go to: www.futurenet.com/futureonline/competitionrules.asp

Grab yourself one of ola 
enGlund’s shredtastic 
siGnature models
Guitarist Ola Englund is something of a phenomenon. 

Partly renowned guitar player for Feared 
and The Haunted, part producer, and part YouTube personality, Ola has built 
a following through his playing and willingness to share his experience with 
others. That’s continued with his range of Washburn Parallaxe Solar guitars – 
specced out to deliver top-notch features and playability for metal players. 
This month we’ve teamed up with UK distributor Sound Technology to 
give away a Solar 160 C, worth over £750! Featuring a lightweight alder 
body, thin maple neck with ebony fretboard and full-access cutaways for 
reaching the 24 frets, plus premium electronics and hardware from the 
likes of Seymour Duncan and Grover, the Solar 160-C is a tricked-out 
metal monster! To be in with a chance of winning, simply answer the 
question below correctly: 

What model of seymour Duncan pickups are used in the 
Parallaxe solar 160-C?

a) JB
b) ’59
c) solar

Enter at bit.ly/tg285washburn
Competition closes on 20 October 2016

a Washburn 
Parallaxe
solar160-c!

Worth 
£759
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The Dillinger Escape Plan
Dissociation

announceD as their final 
album before an ‘indefinite hiatus’ 
Dissociation continues to 
dumfound and thrill like only the 
tech metal trailblazers know how. 
ben Weinman has long been one 
of the most unique, pioneering 
players in metal, with his 
trademark spasmodic, choppy 
chords and dissonant stabs giving 
way to delicate, laid back noodling 
and even regal leads on Low  
Feels Blvd. electronic interludes 
maintain an uncomfortable  
mood while the strings of closing 
one-two of Nothing To Forget and 
the title-track mark a fitting 
swansong for one of metal’s most 
challenging bands.
Adam Rees
Download: Nothing To Forget

Green Day
Revolution RaDio

last time the US had a divisive 
public figure, Green Day became 
unlikely megastars thanks to the 
politically charged American Idiot. 
Now, after a difficult trio of LPs, 
they return with Revolution Radio. 
It’s sonically pristine, but it’s hard 
to shake the feeling that we’re 
ticking off every major era of the 
band. there’s a Warning one (Too 
Dumb To Die), an American Idiot 
one (Bang Bang), a 21st Century 
Breakdown ballad (Somewhere 
New)… What’s missing is more of 
the speedy hooks, and melancholy 
of early Green Day, that’s only 
touched on in Still Breathing and 
Forever Now. Solid, but not superb. 
Stuart Williams
Download: Still Breathing

Joe shrewsbury  
65DAySofSTATic 

the last  
album  
i bought…  

DAWn  
of MiDi, 
DySnoMiA

“They’ve been reviewed in this 
country as a jazz band – and when 
you see them live [you understand 
why, because] it’s just piano, 
drums, double bass and a bit of 
guitar. But the things is, when  
you listen to them on record,  
it sounds like a machine. You  
don’t need to know what’s doing 
what, it’s the way it fits together. 
That’s where 65daysofstatic is 
heading, to an extent.”

ExcEPTionAl    |  ExcEllEnT    |  GooD    |  foR fAnS of    |  PooR  

Alter Bridge
ThE lAST hERo 

With two other bands on the go, Mark Tremonti and 
Myles Kennedy should really be burning out by 

now. Yet somehow they keep their creative fires stoked 
despite their relentless schedule, and for Alter Bridge’s 
fifth go-round, the motto seems to be go big or go home. 

Seven-strings enter the equation for the first time, and 
the darker metallic grooves of The Writing On The Wall and 
The Other Side raise the bar high early on. The band have 
flirted with running themes before, but it’s never been so 
prominent, as the nature of leaders and heroes falls under 
the microscope. For My Champion and You Will Be 
Remembered it means channeling their inner Journey; it’s 
unashamedly upbeat – and for some possibly too cheesy 
– but this is a hearts-on-sleeve band, as Kennedy’s 
confessional Cradle To The Grave underlines. Though 
there’s no Brand New Start or Blackbird, all benefit from 
Tremonti solos that serve them perfectly. Indeed, on a 
record that feels like it’s reflecting on their story so far,   
this may be his strongest suite yet from a lead point of  
view, sending out Island Of Fools and the surprisingly 
neoclassical turns of This Side Of Fate with lead from both 
guitarists that are as memorable as their choruses.

Rob laing Download: Writing On The Wall
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Korn
the seRenity of suffeRing

if the return of guitarist Head to 
the fold for 2013’s The Paradigm 
Shift wasn’t quite the creative 
comeback we’d hoped for, a few 
years of refamiliaristation has 
produced something that’s much 
more like it. rather than a return  
to the roots of their early days,  
this sits comfortably in the realm 
of the Issues and Untouchables 
albums with big choruses bursting 
out of the low-end riff grind with 
more of Munky and Head’s back 
and forth. Jonathan Davis clearly 
still has angst to mine, but his 
melodies step up to a band 
sounding stronger than they  
have in years on Black Is The Soul 
and Die Another Night.
Rob laing
Download: Black Is The Soul

feeder
all BRight electRic

foR theiR comeback after  
a four-year hiatus, Feeder are 
balancing a moodier sound with 
Grant Nicholas’ canniness for 
crafting  fresh pop hooks, and  
the result is one of their most 
cohesive records yet. Geezer and 
Divide The Minority prove that 
Nicholas still knows where to  
find his old fuzz pedals, and the 
multi-tracked approaches on his 
vocal production add a freshness 
to their impressively maturing 
sound on Paperweight and the 
mellow Oh Mary. twenty years 
after their debut Swim eP, one of 
the country’s most taken-for-
granted bands still sound inspired. 
David hands
Download: Geezer

Jimmy Eat World
integRity Blues

afteR Damage’s grittier 
production (by their standards), 
the move towards a lusher vibe 
gives the new avenues pursued 
here room to shine. overcome the 
fact JeW don’t simply rehash past 
recipes and this mellower record 
fully reveals its strengths. the 
surprisingly guitar light Pretty Grids 
and It Matters use the prominence 
and space left by keys and the 
rhythm section to their advantage. 
At the other end of the scale is the 
tool-esque outro to Pass The Baby, 
but these moments are balanced 
with the assured classic Jim 
Adkins immediacy of Sure And 
Certain, Through and the poignant 
The End Is Beautiful.
Rob laing
Download: Sure And Certain

Touché Amoré
stage fouR

it feels almost awkward to say 
you enjoy an album that sees 
frontman Jeremy bolm addressing 
the death of his mother, but in 
their fourth record the forward-
thinking californian hardcore 
band have created something very 
special. Guitarists clayton Stevens 
and Nick Steinhardt are casting 
their nets wider than ever before, 
incorporating huge chiming tones 
and spacious delays that morph 
into momentous riffs, while bolm 
taps into something deep and 
instinctual in his vocal delivery.  
It maintains a truly visceral 
emotional edge, but this is the 
sound of hardcore evolving.
Matt Parker
Download: Flowers And You

Jimi hendrix
machine gun: the filmoRe 
east fiRst show

the BanD of Gypsys’ story was 
over before it had really begun, but 
this 1969 New Years eve show 
(the first of a four-show, two-day 
residency) in New York marked 
their first show together. Some of 
the material from those gigs has 
been aired before on posthumous 
releases, but this is the first time 
the whole first set has been 
released. It’s bittersweet; the 
performances capture a tentative 
band chemistry being formed that 
would never be developed like the 
superior experience, but Hear My 
Train A Comin’ and the title track 
demonstrate Jimi taking the blues 
into fascinating places.
David hands
Download: Machine Gun

Giraffe Tongue orchestra
BRoken lines

one of the more interesting 
supergroups around, Giraffe 
tongue orchestra’s melting pot  
of influences and idiosyncratic 
minds result in a wild alt-rock 
explosion. Despite sounding 
distinct from their day jobs, brent 
Hinds (Mastodon) and ben 
Weinman’s (the Dillinger escape 
Plan) styles are plastered all over 
Crucifixion, with plenty of meaty 
riffs, discordant flourishes and 
boisterous energy. Fragments & 
Ashes alone contains elements of 
funk, prog, bluegrass and angular 
hardcore, while William DuVall’s 
soulful croon maintains a sense of 
cohesion through the madness.
Adam Rees
Download: No-One Is Innocent

oasis
Be heRe now

the songs are too long, the 
amount of guitar tracks may 
have got out of hand and the 
gaul of All Around The World’s 
reprise suggested the drugs 
were making too many 
decisions, but history has been 
a little unkind to the most likely 
oasis album to be found in 
your local charity shop. Noel 
may have been moving out of 
his purple patch by album 
three, but Stand By Me, Fade 
In-Out and My Big Mouth are 
still worthy of the canon and 
this three-disc reissue reminds 
that they were one of the great 
b-side bands, with the 
Noel-fronted Mustique demos 
adding an interesting curio.
Rob laing

Sum 41
13 voices

moRe than just album number 
six for the canadian rock group,  
13 Voices is the diary of frontman 
and songwriter Deryck Whibley’s 
recovery following his alcohol-
related liver and kidney failure in 
2014. As such, it’s a darker record 
that deals with some big themes, 
musically falling somewhere 
between the barbed pop of Does 
This Look Infected? and 2011’s 
aggressive Screaming Bloody 
Murder. Meanwhile, Dave baksh’s 
return reinvigorates the sound 
with screaming classic metal-style 
lead work. An impressive return,  
in more ways than one.
Matt Parker
Download: Goddamn I’m  
Dead Again

boxset: 
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Thrice
At one of the California alt-rock outfit’s first UK gigs since their return from hiatus, we 
get the lowdown on baritones, dual-amp backline, gain stacking and pedals aplenty…

words: Michael astley-brown� phoTography:�olly curtis
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Since their 2000 debut, Thrice have never 
stood still musically, weaving post-
hardcore with electronic elements, time 

signature shifts and concept album-mindsets 
to become one of the brightest beacons in 
modern-day alternative rock. As they make 
their post-hiatus return to London’s O2  
Forum Kentish Town, four years on from  
their then-farewell UK gig, their rigs have 
undergone an overhaul to match the renewed 
focus that resonates throughout comeback 
album, To Be Everywhere Is To Be Nowhere. 
Here, we join Dustin Kensrue and Teppei 
Teranishi to discuss their uncompromising 
approaches to tone, the inspirational quality  
of a good baritone guitar and some serious 
overdrive stacking…

1 & 2 �Nash�Jaguar-
sTyle�elecTrics

“they’re exactly the same. i put 
lollar humbuckers in: the high 
wind imperial humbucker in the 
bridge and the el rayo in the neck – 
that’s their own creation, and it 
sounds a bit like a mix between a 
humbucker and a single coil. i feel 
like those pickups balance pretty 
well, tonally and output-wise. and 
all the other electronics are ripped 
out; it’s just got a tele-style 
three-way switch on it. the Jags  
are tuned D to D or drop c.”

3 �cave�&�caNary�
solaris�bariToNe

“[the Dear hunter frontman] 
casey crescenzo built it from us 
just talking about it – i told him  
i wanted it to look like a mix 
between a Jazzmaster and a 50s 
blacktop les Paul with the black 
and the yellow binding. something 
went weird when he was making it, 
and he ended up doing that split 
pickguard, and i absolutely loved it. 
i was like, ‘that’s the best thing 
about it!’ it’s got the same pickups 
as the Jags, and it sounds great; 
it’s semi-hollow, which adds an 
interesting percussive quality that 

Dustin Kensrue

2

1 1

3
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pedalboard
6, 7, 8 & 9 �MoJo�haNd�

FX�KeNsrue�
rooK�(X2),�walrus�
audio�harvesTer,�
walrus�audio��
iroN�horse�&�Jhs�
MuFFuleTTa�
“one rook is for when i’m using the 
bridge pickup, and one is when i’m 
using the neck pickup, so they’re 
just eQ’ed slightly differently to get 
those pickups to sit more in the 
same space – i really hate the overly 
muddy sound of a neck pickup 
when i’ve set it for the bridge 
pickup. one of the rooks is always 
on, so it’s my baseline tone, and 
then i’ll use the line 6 M5 to notch 
down one or two steps with the 
volume pedal on there, so that’s 
decreasing the input into the rook.

“i have five levels [of gain]: three 
is the rook, i can go down two on 
the input, and then if i want to go 
up, i add the harvester in line, and 

actually i think helps with the lower 
tuning. i don’t use the bigsby a ton, 
but it’s fun to play with. that one’s 
tuned b to b, or drop a.”

4 �FeNder�’68�
cusToM��

vibroluX�reverb
“it responds really well to pedals;  
i used to play more where i was 
pushing the amp a ton with the 
volume knob on the amp and 
backing it off with pedals. and a 
while ago, i just switched to trying 
to use different overdrives to really 
push the amp. so, it’s sitting at five, 
just right where as you’re turning it 
[while] playing, you hear it kind of 
jump, and it’s really lively there,  
but it can go a variety of directions. 
it’s very dynamic, which i like. 
there’s a bassman circuit in the 
amp, and that’s actually what i’m 
running through.”

5 �voX�ac30
“the ac30’s just because  

i don’t have my new Vintage  
DK36 with me, but i played ac30s 
for a long time, so they’re great 
workhorse amps. it’s just [paired 

with the Vibrolux] so that it’s not 
two of the same exact amp. it gives 
our sound guy a little bit more to 
work with.”

3

4

Dustin ripped all the complex 
switching out of his Nash 
Jaguars to keep it simple
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then the next level adds the iron 
horse. that iron horse is really 
cool, and that’s my main bigger 
rock tone, and it can handle getting 
a bit jumpy without sounding like a 
Metal Zone or something – it still 
sounds really musical and full. and 
then i’ve got the Jhs Muffuletta, 
where they basically put all of the 
Muff circuits in one pedal, and i’m 
using their own custom one – it’s 
really cool. that stacks on top of the 
other ones, so it’s a lot of stacking. 
the reason i end up doing it is 
because i was really trying to keep  
a consistent tonal palette as it built, 
and i wasn’t liking it going to 
something completely different.”

10 �elecTro-
harMoNiX�pog�2

“i haven’t used it before this record, 
but it’s on a lot of the kind of lead 
stuff; it’s just in there a little bit, so 
the main riff on Hurricane, it’s on 

there, and it’s on the guitar in the 
verses of Stay With Me. so, it’s in 
there pretty subtly, but it adds a 
thickness and dimension to some 
of that stuff.”

11 �liNe�6�M5�
sToMpboX�

Modeller
“it’s the swiss army knife. i feel like 
it’s not super-useful on its own, 
because you can only have one 
thing at a time, but there’s so many 
random little things that you can do 
with it that being able to control 
with the MiDi is super-helpful. so, 
i’ll have this spot where i have this 
weird synth sound in the middle of 
All The World Is Mad, and i use it for 
volume cuts right now.”

12 �Jhs�MiNi��
FooT�Fuzz

“it’s a cool little fuzz pedal, but it’s 
not been incorporated into 

anything in the set yet; i’m just 
playing around with it.”

13, 14 & 15 �sTryMoN�
bigsKy,�

Mobius�&�TiMeliNe
“they’re all over the place. they’re 
on a lot of stuff, but i think that the 
bigsky is just phenomenal, and so  
i use that a bunch now to transition 
between songs. there’s a setting 
on the liquid Foot (see 17) that i can 
hit and it will create a pad out of 
what i was just playing that will hold 
until i click it off, and it’s super-
helpful just to help with the flow. 
but that thing is super-versatile.  
all those pedals are fantastic.”

16 �walrus�audio�
deep�siX

“i’d never used a compressor 
before, until really recently. i just 
didn’t find one that i liked; they all 
felt like they was crushing the tone, 

but i didn’t feel that way about the 
Deep six.”

17 �FaMc�liquid��
FooT+�MiNi�Midi�

coNTroller�&�
voodoo�lab�heX�
audio�loop�swiTcher
“everything on there is tied to the 
liquid Foot, and that’s controlling 
those two hexes on top from 
Voodoo lab, and they’ll turn any of 
the things on or off, and then it will 
also MiDi control which effects are 
active on the strymons, as well as 
the line 6. i modded the PoG 2 to 
receive MiDi signals as well. it’s a 
lot of work to set up, but once i’m 
playing, i only have to hit a button 
and it will change a variety of things. 
with me singing, i got really sick of 
dancing around. there are song- 
by-song presets, and a general 
logic to the way that i lay out the 
five or so buttons that i’ll push.” 

12

11

14 15
17

6 67

9
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13

16
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1 �gibsoN�’72�les�
paul�sTaNdard

“i used to play a black les Paul 
custom a lot, which was my  
road guitar; but that got stolen, 
unfortunately. this particular guitar 
is actually the first kind of nicer 
guitar i bought way back in the day. 
and so i babied that when i got it –  
i took it out for a little bit, and i was 
like, ‘i don’t want this thing to get 
ruined on the road.’ and so it’s been 
hiding for years and years. i’d bring 
it to studio sessions for recording, 
and i used it quite a bit on the first 
few records, up until The Artist In 
The Ambulance, and then the latest 
one as well. i believe it’s got 
DiMarzio super Distortions, and 
they were just original with the 
guitar when i bought it.”

2 �Nash�T-Type
“i got it back in 2003 or ’04, 

and since then, the specs have kind 
of erased out of my mind. [laughs]  
i’m pretty sure it’s got lollars in it.  
it was one of those things where  
i got the guitar and it sounded 
great, and i was like, ‘sweet!’ so  
i haven’t touched it; it’s been as- 
is since 2004.”

3 �FeNder�Jaguar�
bariToNe

“that’s all stock, except for the 
bridge pickup, which is a seymour 
Duncan Quarter Pound Jaguar.  
i needed something higher output, 
and that made sense. it doesn’t 
sound good per se; it’s just a really 
nasty-sounding guitar, but that’s 
why i like it, so i tend to just play the 
bridge pickup. it’s an interesting 
juxtaposition having a [low] b and a 
deeper tuning, but then it’s a really 
bright and kinda harsh tone. that 
guitar, just the way it sounds, has 
really informed a lot of the riffs i’ve 

written with the baritone. i don’t 
think i would have written the 
Yellow Belly riff if i wasn’t messing 
around on that guitar.”

4 �voX�ac30
“i’ve used ac30s for i don’t 

even know how long. it’s funny, 
because people ask me about my 
tone, and i’m like, “it’s just an ac30 
– it’s not even a good one!” i don’t 
even know what the model is 
technically, but it’s just one of 
those from the 90s. i just run 
through the top boost circuit. 
nothing real special at all, but it 

sounds good. it’s what i’ve been 
using forever.”

5 �Marshall�JcM800�
&�Mesa/boogie�

4X12�cabiNeT
“we’re renting the backline on this 
tour, so i’m running a JcM800 with 
a Mesa cab. our sound guy just 
likes to have flexibility, and i think 
he’s using the JcM800 for some of 
the heavier stuff.”
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pedalboard
6 �walrus��

audio�Julia
“i actually never liked choruses  
pedals before, but we ended up 
using quite a bit of it on this last 
record and it just worked, so i was 
like, ‘well, i guess i need a chorus 
pedal now!’ so Dustin was like,  
‘try this one!’ and i really like it; it’s 
beautiful-sounding. it’s got the 
chorus and the vibrato, and then 
you can actually blend in between, 
so i think it’s the vibrato that’s 
winning me over – i’ve always 
thought vibrato’s really musical  
and pretty.”

7 �Jhs�paNTher�cub
“that’s my analogue delay 

pedal, which has got a built-in  
tap tempo. it’s cool – it’s got all  
the different subdivisions, but  
i just keep it on one. that’s my  
only delay.”

8 �MissioN�
eNgiNeeriNg�

eXpressioN�pedal
“that one is controlling the 
Descent [14]. that’s just if i want 
more tail on the reverb.”

9 �walrus�audio�
TraNsiT�5�True�

bypass�swiTcher
“i basically have all the wet stuff 
running in one loop, so i can turn 
that on and off. and then i’ll turn 
little things on or off for different 
songs – maybe one needs chorus, 
one needs delay, one needs reverb, 
so i’ll just turn those on and off.”

10 �Jhs�pulp�’N’�peel
“i run it real light, always.  

it just adds a little mojo.”

11 �Jhs�double�barrel
“that’s just my distortion, 

overdrive, whatever you call it. it’s 

all over the board, here and there. 
it’s pretty simple.”

12 �saTurNworKs�
coMpacT�

voluMe�pedal
“Dustin runs his amp halfway and 
adds; i do it backwards, so i run my 
amp super-hot, and if i want to 
clean it up – because the Vox cleans 
up real nice, and it reacts to the 
signal that you give it real nicely –  
i just cut the volume for clean stuff, 
so that’s what that is.”

13 �liNe�6�M5�
sToMpboX�

Modeller
“that’s my, ‘i need this one random 
thing for this one part in this one 
song’ pedal. there’s a couple of 
things that need that for whatever 
reason, like the parked wah: there’s 
a riff in The Artist In The Ambulance 
that just doesn’t work without that. 

and the whammy-like pitch-shift 
thing for the end of For Miles.”

14 �walrus��
audio�desceNT

“there are three different presets 
on that, so i just have a basic 
hall-type setting, one that’s a little 
more spring-sounding, and then 
one that’s the shimmer octave 
setting. there was this pedal that 
we used to use called the [boss] 
Ps-3 Pitch-shifter/Delay – the cave 
in pedal was what we called it. and 
so that has that vibe, and we use it 
on quite a bit of stuff. so, i’m using 
the shimmer as my Ps-3-ish thing.

15 �MoJo�haNd�FX�
bayou�TreM

“that’s just a basic tremolo, so 
actually i’m not using it at all on this 
tour. there’s just a couple of songs 
where i would use it on, Come All 
You Weary being one of them.” 
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Words: Matt Parker    Live photography: Will Ireland

Custom Squier shapes, vampiric apparitions and  
‘aerial work’ – we celebrate the enduringly weird  

and wonderful world of The Cribs

When TG meets The Cribs it is some 15 
years on from their inception. Today, 
just as they did countless times in their 

teens, Gary and Ryan Jarman have slung their  
gigbags on their backs, hailed the local bus in 
Wakefield and ridden it into Leeds. In the early 
2000s it would be to spend another day forging a 
burgeoning local DIY scene and establishing their 
entirely distinctive brand of frenetic, warped 
guitar pop. Now, come summer 2016, and the 
twins are visiting from their homes in the US, 
headlining Leeds’ Millennium Square in front  
of an audience of 8,000 and, most importantly, 
unzipping those gigbags to reveal brand new 
Squier signature models. As self-professed geeks 
and long term fans of Fender’s weirdest back 
catalogue rarities, neither bassist Gary or guitarist 
Ryan have wasted the opportunity to create a 
unique instrument. TG sat down with the Jarman 
brothers to ponder their roots, their playing and 
the dustier items in the big F’s storeroom…

Unusually, both of your signatures feature new 
body shapes, albeit inspired by the Jagstang 
and the Bass V. How did they come about?
Gary: “It started because we’ve always been big 
fans of all the really weird Fenders. My first real 
love was the Squier Vista series. They were really 
good quality and really affordable and they also 
made weird shapes – the Musicmaster bass, the 
Venus, the first Jagmasters, the Super-Sonic – the 

works. We were just really drawn to them and 
from then on we looked for all of the oddballs. 
Neil [Whitcher, Head of Artist Relations] at 
Fender says that we know stuff about the weird 
Fenders that people down there don’t even know. 
So the first conversations came about because we 
were at Fender for an opening party and Neil took 
us over to Justin [Norvell], who’s head of the 
California stuff, and was like, ‘Come on, show this 
guy! Give him some weird knowledge!’”
Ryan: “I’d actually Photoshopped my guitar 
design once. I was on holiday in Mexico and I was 
bored, so I did a rough mock-up of it, so when we 
were bending Justin’s ear about the oddballs…”
Gary: “We were just like, ‘When are you going to 
reissue the Swinger? When are you going to 
reissue the Maverick?’ [laughs]”
Ryan: “Then I had that design on my phone and  
I was like, ‘What do you think to this guitar?’ And 
they were like, ‘What is this? That’s really rad!’”

What were your main concerns during the 
design process?
Gary: “We really wanted the guitars to be, if not 
your first guitar, then your first nice guitar that’s 
well-built and sounds good.”
Ryan: “And affordable enough that people won’t 
be scared of modding them. I really don’t want 
people to see them as our guitars, they should 
make them their own. My motivation was the 
childhood fantasy of designing a new Fender 
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shape, you know? Of putting a new Fender 
body shape on the market.”
Gary: “If you think about it, what guitar do you 
really love? It’s your workhorse, it’s not the one 
that gets polished on a Sunday. It’s the one you 
remember taking to band practice when you 
were 16, that you stuck stickers on…”
Ryan: “Not the one with the mammoth tusk 
bridge, you know what I mean?”

When did you realise you were happy with 
the final design?
Ryan: “I think when we knew we got them 
right was when we started playing them live. 
You don’t just play anything live, you know?”
Gary: “Yeah, I mean, to go on the main stage at 
Glastonbury or Reading with an instrument 
you don’t trust, you’d just never do it, but 
Ryan’s been using the Mus-uar all over the 
place. It’s cool, I can’t think of many examples 
of signature guitars being a new shape. It’s 
why it harkens back to the Vista series for me, 
because they were new shapes and that’s the 
sort of spirit that it was done in. That’s why it’s 
so awesome that it’s a Squier as well.”
Ryan: “I also really like that you feel a Squier 
can, you know, do a bit more ‘aerial work’ than 
a Fender, you know?”

What was your first encounter with an 
electric guitar?
Ryan: “I remember we had an electric guitar  
in the case in our shed and we used to be 
completely scared of it because we thought it 
was Nosferatu in his coffin! When we got it 
out, it was this 60s oddball, a Broadway. It was 
really difficult to play.”
Gary: “Just the action from hell.”
Ryan: “Instead of a 1/4” output it had an 1/8” 
output! It was a real nightmare. But when we 
saw that it just seemed so cool.
Gary: “It was the most exciting thing in the 
world. It had the tremolo arm so you could hit 
it and feel like you were playing properly.”
Ryan: “And then we got really into Queen, our 
uncle turned us onto them, around nine or 10. 
We found this guitar teacher who looked like 
Brian May, so we started going to him for 
lessons. He was a real speed demon, 
shredder guy.”
Gary: “He’s called the String Surgeon. He’s 
from Wakefield. He still repairs our guitars 
when they do too much ‘aerial work’!”

What was the turning point for you?
Ryan: “We got turned onto Nirvana in ’93 and 
all of a sudden playing guitar seemed like 
something you could definitely do. It was like 
a shift in the mindset. Rather than aspiring to 
be a guitar hero, it became…”
Gary: “A vehicle for writing songs. We’d been 
playing violin since we were seven, so even 
though we didn’t know the chords or have any 
experience on the guitar, we were pretty 
musically proficient by that time, but learning 

ryan’s Mus-uar 

Contours
“The original 
prototype was a 
slab body. They 
sent me it to try 
out, and I realised 
that I’d forgotten 
to add contours!”

Humbucker
“All of my guitars 
from Fender, I mod 
them to have a 
humbucker in 
anyway, so that just 
seemed like a pretty 
natural mod to me.”

Vibrato
“I really wanted  
it to have the Jaguar 
vibrato on it, 
because of the 
Jagstang, with it 
having the Mustang 
tailpiece, and  
I wanted that third 
bridge option.”

Hardware
“One of my personal hangups, is  
trying to make sure that a guitar 
sustains as much as possible.  
That definitely factored into the  
decisions on the bridge and tailpiece.”

Ryan originally drew this 
sketch of his dream ‘Mus-uar’ 
when he was a teenager, and 
now it’s become a reality! 

“You really love your 
workhorse guitar, 
not the one that gets 
polished on a Sunday”

body
“I got the Jagstang [as a teenager] 
and I used to spend ages drawing it, 
but I always thought the shape was  
a bit weird. I thought, I could do one 
that’s like ‘Mus-uar’. It turned out 
that the two body shapes that I’d cut 
together balanced perfectly.”
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Headstock
“We put the 
signatures on 
the back of the 
headstock 
– that’s the only 
way we could 
deal with the 
reality of it!”

neCk
“I use a 
 P-Bass, but 
before that  
I always used 
Mustangs 
and I wanted to 
find a balance 
between the two 
[scale-lengths], so 
we made a medium-
scale neck.”

 Gary’s Mus-v-P 

balance 
“[The prototype 
body] was really 
under-sized and 
there was a lot of 
neck dive, so we 
had to scale the 
body up and then 
re-proportion it 
because it was 
starting to look 
pretty unusual!”

The Jarman brothers got into 
electric guitar through Queen, 
but then Nirvana happened…

body
“We based  
the design on 
the Bass V, 
which is pretty 
well derided for 
being out of 
shape and not 
very cool! We 
loved them 
because they 
were just so 
odd. I wanted to 
bring that shape 
back and have  
 a sort of cross 
between a 
Mustang and  
a P-Bass.” 
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“There’s still a lot 
of adults in the 

music industry. It’s 
really bizarre”
get bored that’s when you 
start faking stuff. The human element is the 
most important thing and it’s the first thing 
that’s edited out  in modern recording.”
Gary: “On a trivial level, one thing I’ve learned 
is that people are still really adverse to 
feedback! Way more than you would think. 
Even people you’d think would understand it. 
People see it as a mistake.”
Ryan: “‘Adults’, you know? There’s still a lot of 
adults in the music industry and it’s really 
bizarre. I think that’s why the current trend is 
quite gentrified. A lot of bands are catering 
towards these people. You’ll see people in 
these highfalutin publications and they’ll say, 
‘There was a lot of feedback in this set.’ It’s 
like, ‘Yeah, I know! We were making the 
guitars feedback!’”

You’ve often associated success with a 
sensation of ‘gate-crashing’ in the past – do 
you still feel like that now?
Gary: “You just can’t be complacent, I think. If 
you have a top 10 record, it doesn’t mean you 
should feel ‘Oh, now we’re used to that’, you 
should still feel that same way. I don’t know if 

it’s humility, but I don’t know 
what sort of person you’d have to 
be to take that for granted. You’d 
have to have lost your sense of 
wonder, you know? The guitars 
are a good material example of 
how privileged we are: that 
doesn’t happen to many bands or 
many musicians! How many 
people get to turn a doodle into a 
finished thing, you know?” 

the guitar was freedom from that academic 
approach to music. We’d play in orchestras 
and play very complex concertos, but we 
wanted to be in the practice room, fumbling 
our way through Ramones songs. It was like 
the polar opposite.”
Ryan: “We saved up £50 once and we thought 
we could either have five guitar lessons for 
that, or buy a fuzz box… and then you don’t 
need lessons. So we bought the fuzz box! That 
was a genuine conversation we had!”

There’s a lot of talk about the ‘gentrification’ 
of the music industry – do you think a 
working class band such as yours would still 
make it today?
Ryan: “We’ve got the chops and I’m 
confident enough to say that, yeah,   
I think we would. But I think it would 
seem much more radical. The 
paradigm has definitely shifted.”
Gary: “We were very self-sustaining. 
We always had that attitude. We used 
to be able to tour and turn a profit 
even in the days when we were 
playing small venues and the reason 
why was that we did it in the exact 
same manner that we did as a DIY 
band. We’ve toured with bands that got big 
really quickly and we used to be really 
surprised at the excess of crew and money and 
hotels that they had in their early days. It 
would always leave us feeling quite 
alienated.”
Ryan: “They’d say, ‘What are you doing next?’ 
And we’d say, ‘We’re touring America’. And 
they’d always be like, ‘Ah man, that would be 
so rad, but we just can’t afford to go out there.’ 
You’d say, ‘Well, can’t you just scale stuff back?’ 
And it’d be like, ‘Ah no, we can’t really go 
without our lighting guy…’”
Gary: “If you start out and build it up, you can 
basically do it on whatever level you want. 
We’d just like to feel that we’ve never been 
caught by the trappings of the industry and 
that’s put us at an advantage in a lot of ways.”

What are the essential truths you’ve 
learned about making music?
Ryan: “I think just trying to maintain a degree 
of spontaneity is really good. As soon as you 





SecretS of the

Words: Charlie Griffiths, Stu Williams, Chris Bird

It’s not the most showy aspect of guitar 
playing, but it’s the skill that will pay your 
bills – if you don’t have it, you need it. Let  

TG show you how to get rhythm…

Rhythm 
Kings
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Every guitarist knows that face-
melting licks and flash solos are 
our ticket to a moment in the 

limelight, but it’s easy to forget that most 
songs will see you playing rhythm for 90 
pe cent of the time. And that’s assuming 
there’s even a guitar solo at all. Yes, take 
a deep breath, because we’re here to tell 
you that being a solid rhythm player is 
way, way more important than burning  
up the fretboard. 

With that in mind, this month, TG’s 
mission is to help you to hone your skills 
as an accompanist and improve your 
timing and groove as we look at some 
of the tricks of the rhythm trade in five 
different styles of music. Start by trying 
our workout style exercises to sharpen 
up your technique, then have a go at our 
musical examples inspired by some of the 
rhythm guitar greats.
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Blues is a massively 
diverse genre 

spanning many decades and with 
hundreds of influential players to 
listen to. One key musical element 
that has endured the years is the 
blues shuffle rhythm. Used by 
traditional players such as Robert 
Johnson, Bo Diddley and John 
Lee Hooker, through to later more 
technically accomplished riffers 
such as Stevie Ray Vaughan, 

Philip Sayce and Dan Patlansky 
alike, it’s fair to say that the 
humble shuffle groove is at the 
very heart of blues rhythm guitar. 

Although the shuffle feel itself is 
easy to get to grips with, there are 
lots of riffs and tricks to learn and 
we’re looking at just a handful. 
Follow our workout exercises to 
hone your technique then try your 
hand at our musical examples to 
expand your horizons.

Get some essential grooves 
down and shine at your next 
jam session, as TG looks at the 
staple blues shuffle rhythm
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outlining the pulse

change to swing feel

adding notes on the offbeat

chord and riff groove

this selection of notes is the basis of the shuffle blues riff. Get started by tapping your foot 
along with the drum groove and matching it exactly with four downstrokes per bar to stay in time.

now we’Re repeating Example 2 but with a ‘swing’ or ‘shuffle’ feel. The simplest way to think 
about it is to imagine the Humpty Dumpty nursery rhyme and play in the same rhythm.

heRe we’Re playing each note twice, and at twice the speed of Example 1. To manage the faster 
playing use ‘down-up’-style alternate picking. Notice that, for now, all the notes are equal in length.

this example uses the same shuffle feel as before, but this time playing the first and second strings 
on the offbeat. In ‘real’ playing situations you can mix this in with other chords and lead licks.

cover feature  secrets of the rhythm kings

Shuffle groove Workout

 Rhythm Secrets  

Blues
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diddley blue

dignity and delight

this Riff is inspired by Stevie Ray Vaughan’s blues shuffle style. Play the bass notes with downstrokes and the open first and second strings with upstrokes so that you are always moving your pick towards the 
next next string you are going to play. Move your strumming hand in a slight circular motion to ensure a smooth and consistent tone and good timing.

the Beginning of this Bo Diddley-style riff is played with doublestops based in major and minor 3rd intervals. Play the chords in bar 2 as full chords and use your pick to strum the required strings. Remember, 
this is another shuffle-feel riff so make your downstrokes twice as long as the upstrokes.

Now play 
… 

“ the humble 
shuffle groove  
is at the very 
heart of blues 
rhythm guitar” 

Get the Sound...  Blues
Blues is probably one of the 
broadest churches of 
electric guitar tones, and 
there are no hard and fast 
rules about the best way to 
get a great ‘blues sound’.  
In general, it’s all about 
nailing the feel with your 
playing style – the classic 
‘it’s all in the hands’ 
dilemma. With that in 
mind, don’t get too hung up 
on whether your guitar has 
single-coil pickups or 

humbuckers, what wood its 
made out of or anything 
else. For our examples, 
we’d recommend selecting 
your neck pickup, though. 
Amp wise, choose a classic 
low-gain model, and keep 
the overdrive around the 
quarter to halfway mark. 
Try rolling back the bass  
a little if your sound is too 
muddy, and a boost to your 
mids and highs will help to 
add definition. 

gain bass mid trEblE

CHANNEL oVERDRIVE

Tracks 13-14

Tracks 15-16
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RocK music has 
diversified from 

the blues inspired styles of The 
Rolling Stones and Jimi Hendrix 
in the 60s, to the riff-driven 
sounds of Led Zeppelin and AC/
DC, reaching its zenith in the 70s 
with the birth of prog and with the 
likes of Van Halen completely 
changing the face of guitar music. 
In today’s post-grunge and 
post-Millennial world bands  
such as Muse, Biffy Clyro and Foo 
Fighters fly the rock flag with an 

‘alternative’ slant, despite being in 
the mainstream. 

We’re looking at core rhythm 
skills that apply to most rock 
styles here. Follow our technique 
lessons to develop your 
downpicking skills and your 
ability to cross from string to 
string accurately and efficiently. 
Finish off by trying our classic and 
modern rock musical examples, 
which, as ever, you can practise 
along to the backing tracks  
we’ve provided.

Master some of the techniques 
of the broadest guitar style of all 
with TG’s rock rhythm lesson
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sort your picking action

three-string downpicking

two-string downpicking

classic rock riffing

RatheR than using the 
flat surface of the pick, angle 
it down so the edge cuts into 
the string for a biting attack 
and improved speed. our 
exercise gets you off to an 
easy start with some 
repeated single notes all 
played with downstrokes.  
Check your technique as 
you play along.

heRe we’Re adding the third string into the mix. Play the downstrokes by moving your whole hand 
from the wrist and try to keep your thumb and first finger still to keep the pick angle consistent.

hone youR downpicking here with an exercise that switches between the fifth and fourth strings. 
Simply hold down an A5 powerchord and use palm-muting for a typical heavy rock sound.

you can hear elements of classic rock acts such as Van Halen, Guns N’ Roses and countless others 
here, as we use downpicking in a blues-rock riff. Move the line up the neck to outline other chords. 

 Rhythm Secrets  

RocK

rock picking Workout
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fighting in the summer

young rocks

we’Re BacK to downpicking again here as we look at how players such as Andy Summers, Dave Grohl and Alex Lifeson use chord extensions to liven up basic major chords. our progression essentially just 
follows A-D-A-D-C chords, but the add9 and add11 shapes we’ve used have a rich quality that makes them perfect for anthemic rock and power ballads.

as ac/Dc’s rhythm machine Malcolm Young chopped away, usually on basic chords, Angus often overlaid a supporting arpeggio or riff, such as in bar 1 of our riff. And, to demonstrate just how much different 
players’ styles can overlap, we’re finishing off with a typical Brian May and Keith Richards change from D/A to G/B.

Now play 
… 

“ as ac/dc’s 
rhythm machine 
malcolm young 
chopped away, 
usually on  
basic chords” 

Get the Sound...  RocK
Here we’re going for a  
classic rock overdriven 
sound: punchy, powerful, 
and full of rich valve-style 
harmonics. The Gibson Les 
Paul or SG are two of the 
most obvious classic rock 
guitars thanks to their fat 
sounding humbuckers, but 
this will work with any 
guitar that has a bridge-
position humbucker. If your 
guitar has single coils, 
select the bridge pickup, 

roll off the treble and up the 
bass a bit from our settings. 
Choose the overdrive 
channel of your amp – 
Marshall emulations will 
excel here if you have amp 
models – and punch in a 
nice amount of gain. Ring 
out some chords, and stop 
adding gain when you start 
to lack note definition. Rock 
rhythm needs clarity and 
punch, so boost your mids 
and treble, too.

gain bass mid trEblE

CHANNEL oVERDRIVE

Tracks 23-24

Tracks 21-22
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cove   kings

funK exploded in the 
60s and 70s with 

players such as Jimmy Nolen 
(with James Brown) and disco 
pioneer Nile Rodgers providing 
guitar for much of the pop music 
of the era. Leo Nocentelli (The 
Meters), Freddie Stone (Sly And 
The Family Stone) and P-Funk’s 
Catfish Collins laid down guitars 
on classic funk tracks, too. And, 
although the golden era was in 
the 70s, funk’s influence can be 
heard in most soul- and dance-

based pop of the last 40 years and 
in bands like Red Hot Chili 
Peppers, Extreme, Primus, Rage 
Against The Machine, Incubus 
and many more. Plenty of reasons 
to pick up your guitar and get 
your groove on, then! 

Develop your timing and feel 
with our technical exercises as we 
look at funky chord playing and 
‘popped’ single-note grooves. 
With some basics covered, take  
a look at our last two examples  
for a more musical setting.

TG gets laid-back and groovy as we 
look at the funky lines of the likes 
of Jimmy Nolen and Nile rodgers

picking, popping and chording Workout

cover feature  secrets of the rhythm kings
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basic single-note playing

funky groove with chords

funky offbeat grooves

single notes and chords

Rhythm isn’t always about chords – single-note lines are a vital part of funk. We’re kicking off 
gently with six short, snappy downstrokes followed by a down-up-down-up run at double speed.

this Riff uses the same offbeat rhythm as before, but this time is played with chords. Chord 
strumming requires a broader pick stroke, which is helped by a loose, supple wrist.

getting a feel for offbeat grooves is essential in funk. The first four notes will help you get the timing. 
Keep your down-up-down-up motion going but hit only the upstrokes for the rest of the bar.

as you delve deeper into funk you’ll play lines that combine single notes and chords. Practise slowly 
at first, then build up speed in order to switch smoothly between the two approaches.

 Rhythm Secrets  

funK
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red hot and royal

wacko picko

choRDal funK riffing requires a loose, but controlled strumming movement from the wrist, and, taking our inspiration from players as diverse as John Frusciante and Prince, we’re testing out our skills here. 
Notice that no more than three strings are played at the same time, which helps keep the riff sparse sounding but focused.

theRe’s a pop and disco vibe here as we play a line inspired by Chic’s Nile Rodgers and David Williams (who played with Michael Jackson). Keep your pick moving in 16th notes and don’t stop, even on the 
rests. This means that some phrases start on downstrokes and some on upstrokes. Try to ‘pop’ the string by picking with plenty of attack.

Now play 
… 

“ funk’s influence 
can be heard in 
most soul- and 
dance-based  
pop of the last  
40 years”  

Get the Sound...  funK
The classic funk rhythm 
sound is defined by 
Strat-style single-coil tones. 
You’re looking for a slick, 
clear and punchy sound 
that’ll allow your notes to 
jab through with plenty of 
attack. With this in mind, 
try selecting the middle 
position of a Stratocaster 
for a warmer funk sound,  
or the neck position if you 
want to make things a bit 
hollower. Next, a 

compressor pedal between 
your guitar and amp can 
really help to keep things 
consistent, although this is 
optional. Keep your amp  
on its clean channel, 
(Fender-style amp models 
can really help here, as 
they’ll provide the clean 
overhead you need) and 
set your tone controls 
pretty flat. If you want to go 
superfreaky, add a wah 
pedal into the mix.

gain bass mid trEblE

CHANNEL CLEAN

Tracks 31-32

Tracks 29-30
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soul requires taste and 
subtlety, with 

guitar parts often supporting 
vocal melodies rather than being 
a strong feature of the songs. 
Here, TG’s technique examples 
will help you develop a few tricks 
to embellish those major and 
minor barre chords we all play 
every time we pick up the guitar. 
In particular we’re looking at 
‘diatonic’ 6th intervals in the style 
of Stax Records house guitarist, 
Steve Cropper. 

Don’t be put off by the 
theoretical term –  ‘diatonic’ 
simply means ‘notes from the 
same scale’; a 6th means the notes 
are six steps apart in the scale. For 
example in G major the notes are: 
G A B C D E F#, so G and E form a 
diatonic 6th. So do A and F#. 
And, if you continue up into a new 
octave, so do B and G, and so on. 
One scale. Note pairs six steps 
apart. Simple! Try the workout 
exercises and our musical 
examples to hone your soul chops.

Learn the harmony tricks  
of the soul trade as we look at stax 
icon steve cropper’s rhythm stylings

Soul rhythm Workout

 Rhythm Secrets  

soul

cover feature  secrets of the rhythm kings
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diatonic 6th shapes 

minor 7th chord and minor 
pentatonic scale

the 6th slide

mixing up chords and pull-offs

these 6th interval shapes are frequently used to add soul-style chord fill ideas, in this case in the 
key of G major (G A B C D E F#). There are only two shapes to learn as you ascend the fretboard.

it’s common in soul to add scale notes to chordal rhythm parts, so, with that in mind, we’re 
looking here at how minor pentatonic notes fit with a minor 7th barre chord. The black and red 
dots form the chord (black dots are root notes); green dots are scale notes, which can be added 
to make fills.

this is an example of a ‘6th slide’ added to enhance the root G chord. Legendary soul guitarist Steve 
Cropper made this type of lick his trademark with acts like otis Redding and Sam & Dave.

moving on a step, here we’re mixing up chords and scale tones. Use your fourth finger to play the 
7th and 8th fret pull-offs, and allow all the notes to ring together to create a sweet harp-like effect. 
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feel it in my soul

cropping chords

comBining Ringing chords and hammer-ons was a Jimi Hendrix trick, but our take on the theme is more typical of modern soul and R’n’B music. Strum the Am7 and Dm7 shapes keeping the attack soft and 
mellow, then use your fourth finger for the hammer-ons and pull-offs while letting the notes ring together.

this classic 60s soul-style riff uses two barre chords: G and C. Let the three lowest strings ring together, then strike the top three strings with a short and snappy downstroke. Strum the 6th intervals with 
downstrokes, while keeping the second string muted with the underside of your second finger.

Now play 
… 

“ soul requires 
taste and   
subtlety, with 
guitar parts 
often supporting 
vocal melodies” 

Get the Sound...  soul
Soul man Steve Cropper  
is known for his love of the 
Fender Telecaster, and 
emulating a great soul 
sound with your own gear 
isn’t too difficult. You’re 
looking for a predominantly 
clean guitar sound, with a 
little bit of added bite. You 
can achieve this by using 
your bridge pickup, and 
setting the gain on your 
amp to the point where it 
starts to break up – then 

dial it back a bit, either by 
turning the gain down or 
rolling back your guitar’s 
volume. Dig in with your 
picking to get a little extra 
spike out of the notes, and 
set your amp’s EQ to give 
you some added mid and 
high end. You can add a  
lot of vibe to your sound  
for slower soul backbeat 
stabs by adding in some 
vintage-style spring  
reverb, too.  

gain bass mid trEblE

CHANNEL CLEAN

Tracks 39-40

Tracks 37-38
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heavy metal 
rhythm 

playing is as diverse as the genre 
itself, which has dozens of 
sub-genres ranging from 
NWOBHM, thrash, black metal, 
to later prog and garage metal 
styles to name but a few. Here we 
look at two rudimentary aspects 
that have been used in most of 
these styles in one way or 
another: the ‘gallop’ and the 
powerchord slide. 

The ‘gallop’ is so called because 
of its similarity to the sound of a 

horse’s footfall. Most importantly, 
the rhythm is played with an 
eighth note downstroke pulse, 
with a 16th note upstroke added 
between every other eighth note. 
There are two main gallops: the 
classic gallop, much used by the 
mighty Iron Maiden and picked 
‘down, down-up’; and the thrash 
gallop (aka the reverse gallop) 
which flips the picking pattern to 
‘down-up-down’. Sound 
complicated? Follow the tab, 
think of a horse mid-gallop and 
listen to the audio for reference. 

speed and accuracy are the name of 
game here. Hone your skills with some 
essential techniques, heavy metal-style

gallop and Slide Workout
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thrashy gallop

powerchord slides

classic gallop

tight picking

you neeD steady pick-hand timing to nail this typical Big Four-style thrash rhythm. Keep the rate 
of your downstrokes constant as you introduce the upstrokes in the second half of the riff.

these panteRa- and Mastodon-style sliding powerchords are less choppy than the gallops; 
slick, decisive fretting moves are key to a tight sound. The old adage of practising slowly applies!

this is a classic Iron Maiden-style gallop rhythm, which has been adapted and altered in most 
sub-genres of metal. once again, focus on keeping your downstrokes even throughout the riff. 

this exeRcise uses root notes from Example 3 played at double-speed with alternate picking and it’s 
the kind of rhythm that’s often played at speed, Angel Of Death death style. Again, start slowly!

cover feature  secrets of the rhythm kings
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dime slays them all

hetfield’s right arm

fRet the powerchords with either your first and third or first and fourth fingers – whichever is more comfortable, because your fret hand needs to be steady on the sliding shapes. Slides have the benefit of 
taking the pressure off your pick hand, giving you a moment to get your pick back into prime position.

this KinD of palm-muted gallop-style riff was popularised by thrash bands such as  Metallica and Megadeth. Each gallop consists of three ‘down up down’ pick strokes in quick succession. There’s a change in 
feel at the end of each bar as you switch to 16th notes, but, more importantly, release the palm mute for more sustain.

Now play 
… 

“ the palm-muted 
gallop-style riff 
was popularised 
by bands such  
as metallica  
and megadeth” 

Get the Sound...  metal
The oft-increased 
note-count, speed and 
tuning of metal rhythm 
guitar means that definition 
is key. Guitars made for 
playing metal often have 
high-output humbuckers, 
and are built for down-
tuning with heavier strings. 
You’ll want to be on the 
distortion channel of your 
amp, and there’s a good 
chance that you’ll actually 
employ a distortion pedal 

before the amp to really get 
the gain cooking. The 
classic ‘bedroom metaller’ 
tone is an ‘scooped’ sound 
with barely any midrange, 
and boosted bass and 
treble. This might feel 
tighter and cleaner, but 
we’d urge you to keep the 
mids and develop control 
from your playing. You’ll 
struggle to be heard in a 
band situation with that 
classic scooped tone.

gain bass mid trEblE

CHANNEL DISToRTIoN

Tracks 47-48

Tracks 45-46
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next month

Your new-look  
ToTal GuiTar!
The UK’s besT-valUe 
gUiTar magazine jUsT 
goT even beTTer!
• More songs to learn

•  Real-world gear  
round-ups

•  Advice from the world’s 
leading guitarists

•  New hands-on tips and 
tutorials section

•  Brand new TG 
Unplugged acoustic 
section

Coming Next Month…



next month
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Don’T  
miss ouT!

Subscribe today  
with our exclusive 

offer and get your copy 
delivered to your door, 

before it hits the  
shops – turn  

to p108!

Free CD  
every monTh
Every issue of Total 
Guitar comes with a 
free CD to accompany 
the lessons and 
play-alongs inside 
the magazine. Our 
song backing tracks 
are studio-quality 
soundalikes, getting 
you as close to ‘sitting 
in’ with a legendary 
band as possible.  
No other guitar mag 
on the planet features 
as many song tabs – 
complete with audio 
– as Total Guitar!  

PlUs!
Free line 6  
mini-mag
It’s 20 years since 
Line 6 first began 
revolutionising the 
way we think about 
our amp and effects 
sounds. Inside our 
free 36-page mini-
magazine, we chart the 
rise of the company 
that made its mark 
with modelling. 

N ot long ago, 
we asked 
you for your 

input on the mag. Well, you 
spoke, and we listened! The 
new look Total Guitar takes 
the magazine you know 
and love, and makes it even 
better. We want TG to be 
the guitar magazine for 
‘real world’ players: that 
means more tabbed songs 
and backing tracks than 
any other guitar mag, a 
strong focus on a wide 

range of styles and eras, 
easy-to-understand 
lessons to help you play 
better and faster, plus 
trustworthy, jargon-free 
reviews of the affordable 
gear you need to know 
about! Myself and the rest 
of the team can't wait for 
you to see it, and if you turn 
to p108, you can take 
advantage of our offer to 
get the first three issues 
for £5.00!    
stuart Williams, editor
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nick mccabe  interview

Storm
As The Verve reissue their seminal first two 

albums, Nick McCabe breaks his silence on being  
the young creative maverick inside one of  

the great British bands of the 90s

There’s some bizarre notion that 
British rock in the 90s saw the 
return to ‘the band as a gang’. 

Y’know, four or five lads united together, 
taking on the world. But just as The 
Beatles and The Stones previously had 
their share of fallouts, so Blur, Oasis   
and Suede mixed mighty collaboration 
with regular (metaphorical, sometimes 
literal) punch-ups. 

And it certainly happened with The 
Verve. It depends on who you ask, of 
course, but were The Verve a) the 
anthemic soul-rockers led by Richard 
Ashcroft? Or b) the weirdo guitar-
splattering pyschedelicists built around 
mercurial guitarist Nick McCabe? They 
were both, you lucky people.

With that in mind, it’s a convenient 
time to reassess The Verve’s earlier days, 
thanks to the release of a super-lavish 
remastered three-CD reissues of their 
first two albums, A Storm In Heaven and 
A Northern Soul. Both sets come with 
B-sides, outtakes, radio sessions, 
acoustic versions, live cuts and more. 

Although he’s kept his counsel on 
these albums for more than 20 years, 
Nick McCabe’s now happy to talk.   
“It takes an older man to recognise the 
quality of what you did when you were 
younger,” he reflects. “In past years,   
it was too recent for me to talk 
comfortably about it. Whereas now, it 
might as well be somebody else’s work 
– I can appreciate it on its own merits.”

Of The
EyE



McCabe, aged 20, while 
recording A Storm In Heaven 
at Sawmills Studios in Cornwall

A young Nick thought that 
the Happy Mondays were 
an “interesting” band…
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interview  nick mccabe

T he Verve coalesced at sixth form 
college in Wigan, all having played in 
various fledging bands. “We didn’t 
have the same influences,” 

remembers McCabe. “I was a year older in 
school terms. They were pop kids. Richard was 
into Curiosity Killed The Cat when I met him! 
[laughs] They’d discovered the Stone Roses 
and the Mock Turtles, ‘Madchester’… To me, 
that was beginner’s stuff. I had two older 
brothers, see, and had heard Pink Floyd and 
Led Zeppelin already. I was onto Joy Division, 
Public Image Limited… People used to say  
I was a goth in denial, which probably had a  
bit of truth. The Madchester thing? I thought 
Happy Mondays were interesting, the Roses 
not so much. They were the scene’s Simon & 
Garfunkel as far as I could tell.”

The four nevertheless gelled, and landed  
a deal with Virgin Records offshoot, Hut. 
McCabe was – despite his skyscraping guitar 
– quiet and shy. Ashcroft was already a 
babbling pop star in his own head. 

“Richard brought a pop sensibility,” notes 
McCabe. “So it shaped up to be what became 
The Verve. Richard was in his own movie. He 
would actually say, at times 
when he was concentrating, 
‘I’m in my movie’! That’s a 
weird concept to most 
people... Isn’t it?” 

First singles All In The 
Mind, She’s A Superstar and 
Gravity Grave failed to chart, 
but The Verve’s rep was 

building on freaky-sonic live shows. Time, 
then, for an album. What could go wrong?

a Storm in Heaven
Just called ‘Verve’, the band 
turned out an “Out there” 
ultra-reverb’d druggy debut in 

1993. After the three “failed” singles, they 
completely rewrote most of the material just 
before entering Cornwall’s Sawmills Studios. 
McCabe admits to being in a “strange” place: 
he was 20, his girlfriend was pregnant and he 
had arguments with mixing desk legend John 
Leckie – who had actually asked to produce the 
band – about recording his effects-laden guitar.
ProduCer: JoHN LeCkIe “To some extent,   
A Storm In Heaven is his record. When Nick 
was good, he was very good, but when he was 
bad he was very bad.”
SINgLeS Blue, Slide Away
NICk MCCAbe “People forget about our age. 
There’s video of us recording at Sawmills on 
the DVD, and I was 20 when we recorded that. 
And when you’re that age, you’re so busy 

developing that by  
the time you make 
another record you 
absolutely loathe the 
previous one. So,  
I remember listening 
back to A Storm In 
Heaven when Urban 
Hymns came out and 
thinking it was an 

utter pile of shit. Strangely, I now think it’s aged 
quite well.”

A lot of it seems very free-form...
“Yeah, we’d gone in really prepared for those 
first singles, but that was their undoing... we 
were too prepared, and it ended up sterile 
compared to us live. The flipside, literally, was 
the B-sides, which were completely off the cuff. 
Yet they really worked. So before Sawmills, we 
decamped to Wales with a DAT, a mixing desk, 
and rewrote everything. We kept a couple of 
things, like Slide Away and The Sun, The Sea, 
but even they changed. They were much 
tighter earlier on but we allowed an 
improvisational element to come back in.

“All this improvisation got edited by memory. 
It was long before DAWs (Digital Audio 
Workstations). We developed some themes to 
‘jump off from’ in the studio, and just leave the 
rest to the magic. We consciously did it. 
Engineers thought it was insane, but it was a 
strategy to not sound stale. All those cliches 
about synergy are completely true, to me.”

Would it be unfair on Richard to suggest that 
Verve back then were a jam-based three-
piece with a vocalist placed on top?
“You’ve hit the nail on the head, actually. 
Richard was absent, really, for a lot of the first 
two albums in terms of writing music. We’d go 
off and play and wait for his appearance. But 
what Richard is very good at – one of the many 
things he’s good at, I should say – is coming up 
with lyrics on the spot. And very good lyrics. 
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richard Ashcroft during 
the Sawmills sessions for 
The Verve’s debut album

The Verve (l-r) Peter 
Salisbury, Simon Jones, 
richard Ashcroft and Nick
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nick mccabe  interview

“to me, we were a post-rock band... that 
happened to have a singer.”

The accepted wisdom of A Storm In Heaven 
is that the lyrics are gibberish and that Richard 
improved over the years. I think that’s not the 
case. His stream of consciousness stuff on  
A Storm In Heaven is spot on, for me.

“The lyrics were still getting written a week 
after we started mixing the music, though.  
It was hectic, with loads of angry phone calls 
from the label: ‘Where the fuck is this record?’”

The Verve were out of step with a lot of 
bands; you did get lumped in with 
‘shoegaze’ to a degree, but you were miles 
from any notion of ‘Britpop’…
“Yeah, the shoegaze thing I thought was 
amazing – sound-wise – at the time. I still do! 
But then Smashing Pumpkins came along, 
and there were a lot of exciting things 
happening. Music was getting more 
experimental. By the time bands like Tortoise 
and the whole post-rock thing came out, I felt 
we’d sort of preempted that on some of   
A Storm In Heaven. To me, we were a post-rock 
band... that happened to have a singer. And a 
few years early.”

The contrast of personalities in The Verve 
was intriguing: Richard had this ‘Mad 
Richard’ rep and a near-Messianic persona 
as a frontman. You once had a review in The 
Times that read how you, “coaxed gorgeous, 

shimmering wedges of sound from 
his instrument while exuding all 
the enthusiasm of a man waiting 
for a bus.” Bit harsh?
“I did enjoy playing live! [laughs].  

I just hate people throwing themselves  
around on stage when you know they’re not 
comfortable with it. It’s painful to watch. But 
yeah, I got flak. I’ve played gigs where fans 
were shouting ‘move, dammit!’ but I was just 
doing what I do. Playing guitar. I’m not playing 
fuckin’ guitar poses. Being the star was 
[Richard’s] domain. You don’t need the whole 
band doing that shit, really. If the singer’s 
doing it, the guitar player should, too? That’s 
just stupid. The music didn’t reflect it anyway. 
So, sorry everyone, I was busy doing stuff!”

John Leckie is a highly experienced 
producer. Even though he’d worked with 
some pretty unique bands, was he okay  
with your methodology?
“Well, I was a bit intractable in the studio, to be 
honest. Amps are always really important to 
me, more so than guitars, and I’d just got a 
Mesa/Boogie Mark III – cryptic amps at the 
best of times. It was all baffled off, hidden 
away, and John would start fiddling with it.  
It got to the point where John used to keep a 
Filofax with his own settings; he’d march in, 
and set it to: jazz funk tone #3, or whatever.  
I just became even more resistant. But John 
was also the one whacking the stereo master 
through Eventide reverbs multiple times 
anyway. I was glad we had John. It wasn’t so 

much into his work with The Stone Roses;  
  I particularly like his albums for The Fall.  
To get what he did out of The Fall is pretty 
spectacular, really. He reined them in. I think 
that was key to me realising he’d work for us.”

Your effects were a massive part of the 
sound back then: are you like the Edge, who 
admits he’ll write whole songs based just 
upon a specific sound he’s found?
“Yeah, definitely. There are songs that come 
out just from a reverb patch on an [Alesis] 
Quadraverb. My gear didn’t change much on  
A Storm In Heaven and A Northern Soul. My 
playing changed, but I was mostly using the 
same gear. I was lucky. Around that time, 
everyone had gone digital and chucked all 
their pedals out. If I went to the magpie junk 
shop in St Helens, I found lots of analog   
delays and samplers and for 20 quid I had a 
new vista of exploration for the next couple of 
months.  A Storm Of Heaven is essentially me 
discovering all this equipment. Get a few 
pedals, see what sounds I could make, wait for 
a tune to come out of it. Here’s the album!”

What ASIH tracks are you most proud of?
“Well, of all The Verve tracks, I’m least proud  
of those first singles [laughs]. But Blue was 
written in the studio. I had this guitar part, 
reversed it, and what I then played just came 
out there and then. And that was great. But  
I personally like Beautiful Mind, Make It Till 
Monday – I think the lyrics are brilliant on that. 
And Star Sail was a defining tune, in a way. It 
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“we felt a bit 
intimidated by how 
distorted and angry 
my marshalls were”

interview  nick mccabe

was something we’d struggled and struggled 
with… too clean, too precise. And one night, 
after too much wine, it just happened. It 
cleared the air between us and John Leckie.  
It was as if he allowed us to be what we were, 
and this is what could happen. It clicked.”

a nortHern Soul
1995’s more taut follow-up had 
additional “songwriterly” Richard 
Ashcroft input (On Your Own, 

History) yet equally-notable volcanic guitar 
from McCabe on This Is Music, the Hendrixian 
Brainstorm Interlude and the title track. Noel 
Gallagher, of one-time-support band Oasis, 
said, “They’re the second best band in Britain, 
a bunch of space cadets led by Captain Rock. 
They’re all bonkers.” Recorded mostly live at 
Loco Studios in Wales. At the time, McCabe 
says the angst-ridden album “isn’t the 
Mississippi blues. I’m playing the St Helens 
blues.” Storm clouds gather. Towards the end, 
Ashcroft fires McCabe and “splits up” The 
Verve. McCabe later rejoins, but doesn’t play 
on their biggest hit to date, History.
ProduCer: oWeN MorrIS “Nick is without a 
shadow of a doubt the most gifted musician  

 
 
 
    

I’ve ever worked with... at the same time, he’s 
a complete and utter nightmare.”
SINgLeS This Is Music, On Your Own, History
NICk MCCAbe “I felt I had to rein in the excess. 
I’d learned more about contrast. I’d always 
been a Funkadelic fan, Eddie Hazel, but I was 
also listening to a lot of Richard Thompson, 
both Fairport Convention and his mid-70s 
records with Linda Thompson. I liked the  
fact the guitar on A Northern Soul wasn’t so 
treated, and had its own space. It felt like it 
was a piano in some senses.”

There’s plenty of effects on ANS, but less 
overdubbing and a huge guitar sound. Did 
Owen Morris’s work with Oasis affect that?
“From the first day he saw us at rehearsal, 
Owen said, ‘Yeah, let’s keep it real.’ Not in  
the flippant sense, but literally. Let’s just  
record what you’re doing. In the first few 
weeks, we achieved a fuck of a lot, most of  
the album... then it all went wrong. Not the 
music. The other stuff.

“Owen understood about getting that 
airborne vibration of a band in a room. A lot  
of the demos were fierce. I mean, really fierce. 
I’d changed to Marshalls. And by the record, 
we felt a bit intimidated ourselves by how 

distorted and angry they were. So This Is Music 
got a nip and tuck from the demo. But Owen 
made a real effort to capture ‘us’.” 

Did you consciously change the way you 
played and wrote for A Northern Soul?
“By then, I realised that the stylistic trappings 
of what I was doing, what I was using,   
would be what dated it. A Northern Soul is,  
in many ways, getting back to the purity of  
the instrument… as bizarre as that sounds, 
coming from me.

“So I’m finding my voice on the first album, 
querying it on the second one. You want to 
move on constantly at that age. Last year’s 
work is ‘immature'! You go through that 
process again and again… until you get to 
middle age, essentially.”

But you undoubtedly left yourself more 
space to play on the second album... 
“I just tried to make it more appropriate.  
I maybe took too much onboard of what  
other people had said about A Storm In 
Heaven, that it was some sort of guitar 
‘superswill’, or whatever. I just went; ‘Yeah,  
it is, isn’t it.’ I mean, that is what I was going  
for, but I tried to clarify my sonics more so 
people could understand... 

“It tallied with other things I was listening  
to – Talk Talk’s Laughing Stock and Spirit Of 
Eden, their use of acoustic space was very 
different. A lot of other records around   
A Northern Soul were very compressed, very 
present. A Northern Soul is very smeared 
around the edges.”

There’s a quote from Owen Morris about 
working with you on A Northern Soul. He was 
full of praise yet also said “He’ll never play 
the same thing twice. Now you can ask Noel 
Gallagher to play the same guitar line a 
hundred times, and as long as there’s a good 
reason for him doing it, he’ll do it. But with 
Nick you’ve got no chance.” Your thoughts?
“Well, I don’t think that’s a mark of my 
eccentricity! That’s the correct thing to do,  
for me. I know Owen got irritated by the 
improvised bits at the end of So It Goes. But for 
every one of those songs that was changing all 
the time, there’s a This Is Music, which I never 
really changed.

The ‘Storm In Heaven 335 was 
later destroyed – the repaired 
neck gave out again midway 
through the band’s ’94 tour
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“The thing is, If I’d notated So It Goes and 
played it over and over, I’d have ruined it. It’s  
a ragged piece, that’s what’s good about it.  
The more you play something, the more 
formalised it becomes, the more you kill it.” 

It’s an album of sonic extremes: History is a 
long way from, say, Brainstorm Interlude…
“History is a sore point, obviously. It marks the 
point where I’d basically been written out of 
the band. But I still think it’s a great track. 
Brainstorm Interlude is a great piece of music, 
to me. It was 40 minutes distilled into six. Most 
of those 40 were absolute madness, some of 
the worst guitar playing you’ll hear in your life. 
But there were moments when it was just like 
riding a rocket. 

“But that’s what I do like about guitar. When 
it’s blazing and you’re inside it, it’s the most 
exciting thing. But again, if you did that all the 
time, that itself again becomes formalised.”

There’s probably not a simple answer to this, 
but; what the hell is going on guitar-wise in 
the title track?
“That’s the Alesis Quadraverb. I found a sound 
on the Resonators setting, set it to an 11th 
chord and looped it. That’s the backbone. And 
then I just put other guitar on top, live. 

“A lot of the guitar is DI’d actually. I was 
building up a vocabulary I thought I could use, 
y’know? If you’ve got an amp in a room, with 
the rest of the band, there’s a unity with the 
other instruments. Oppositely, if you separate 
it, electronically – like DI’ing the guitar – it 
instantly occupies its own space, I think.”

And the ANS tracks you are most proud of?
“Brainstorm Interlude, as I say. A New Decade 
still sounds great. A lot of those songs turned 

into straight-ahead rockers live, but on record 
they’re still a bit twisted. They’re different to 
play, now. Last time we played in 2008, I’d 
stopped telling Pete [Salisbury, drums] to slow 
down... which I was doing all the time on  
A Northern Soul. And I love both Stormy Clouds 
[the song with vocals, and the improvised 
guitar-instrumental reprise]. I like what we 
played on those.”

Space and time
McCabe made two more albums with The 
Verve, of course. The multi-platinum Urban 
Hymns (1997) and Forth (2008), though he 
says, “We were equals on the first two records. 
Equal royalties. We all lugged the kit. And that 
dynamic went after A Northern Soul.” 

Ashcroft recently declared The Verve “done 
and dusted”, while McCabe contributes to a 
melange of projects: his own band, Black 
Submarine, Czech duo Natalie Kocab and 
Michaela Poláková, albums with Calum 
Beattie and Shadow Party (with Devo’s Josh 
Hager and New Order’s Phil Cunningham) 
and a planned “four CDs’ worth” of his own 
unreleased archives: “The guitar’s in the vein 
of ‘Frippertronics’ [Robert Fripp’s layered 
looping technique].” He also lectures on Music 
Technology at Staffordshire University.

That said, a 20th anniversary edition of 
Urban Hymns is mooted. McCabe says, 
“There’s an unreleased track called All Ways 
Are Maybes and it’s one the best things we  
ever did” – but the inference is that it’s out of 
McCabe’s control. Looking back, he’s 
comfortable to simply say, “We just became 
two bands in the end.” 

The Deluxe Editions of A Storm In Heaven 
and A Northern Soul are out now on UMC

 tHiS iS Gear 
The key studio tools  
Nick used in the 90s
You’ll already know that Nick 
McCabe is no guitar purist;  
“An SM57 right on the speaker 
cone, which was very much the 
thing of that era, was the worst 
thing in the world to me,” he says 
of the early 90s. “I got to the 
point where my playing 
proficiency was enough for me, 
done with it. What I focussed  
on instead was expanding the 
palette.” Indeed, he’s not too 
fussed about guitars (stock, 
usually new) but his Mesa/
Boogie Mark III and Marshall 
JCM 800 were key to the first 
Verve albums. He bought his 
Marshall from a second-hand 
shop in Wigan that specialised in 
used prams and… amps!  
The must-have, however, is an 
Alesis Quadraverb. The settings 
are far too complex  
to list, but the other gear on hand 
included an ES-335 that he used 
on A Storm In Heaven that was 
later destroyed, a Flying V, 
various Les Pauls and Strats, a 
Takamine 12-string, a Coral Sitar, 
Marshall, Fender, and Mesa/
Boogie amps, a weird PA head 
(“another pram shop purchase”), 
a Roland Space Echo, a Watkins 
Copicat and – trust us here – loads 
more… far too much to fit in!

The band in Wigan Park in 
1992: the shoot was used 
for the cover of debut 
single, All In The Mind
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The  
NexT STage

Touché Amoré can stake a claim as hardcore’s most evolutionary 
contemporary players. Now they return with Stage Four – a document  

of loss, catharsis and reinvention. It’s also their best album yet…

T rue grief is all-consuming. When 
Touché Amoré’s frontman Jeremy Bolm 
lost his mother to cancer in 2014, rays 

of light must have seemed in short supply. 
Bolm and his bandmates, including guitarists 
Nick Steinhardt and Clayton Stevens, had 
become nothing less than family over a seven 
year shared history and all parties were in no 
doubt that their fourth record would present 
by far their greatest challenge yet. 

“Jeremy is the kind of person that doesn’t 
really hold back much in the lyrics,” explains 
Nick, on the phone from California. “Even 
before we started writing  I was pretty sure that 
would be one of the main topics.”

A band with punk and hardcore ideals at 
heart, even if their sound has continued to 
stretch that definition to breaking point, 
Touché have always written collaboratively. 
Ironically though, for a group that’s made its 
name shredding scenester rules, they write to 
a broad but firm formula. The music comes 
first, followed by Jeremy’s lyrics, which meant 
the group were four songs 
into the process before 
their frontman’s intentions 
were truly made clear. 

- Family First - 
“I think we all assumed 
going in that it was going to be a theme. We 
were all there to experience it together, as a 
family.” says co-guitarist Clayton, placing 
particular emphasis on the last word in his 
sentence. “Him saying it out loud was 
important and it did change the direction of 
the record because we knew that it was what 
we were going to try and get across and that 
we should not be afraid to go dark, you know? 
We knew that there were going to be 

uncomfortable themes on the record and that 
the music would have to match that at times. 
And that’s okay.” 

The record the Burbank band produced has 
been named Stage Four and is their finest work 
to date. Bolm addresses his grief and his 
memories of his mother’s battle head-on. 
Opening track, Flowers For You, contains the 
chorus line:  “I apologise for the grief, when 
you’d refuse to eat. I didn’t know just what to 
say, while watching you wither away.” It’s 
tear-jerkingly cathartic and in just two lines 
paints a stunningly effective picture of the 
juggled responsibilities, mixed emotions and 
burning anger of grief. Glib as it may be to 
comment, it speaks volumes to the band’s 
abilities that they’ve been able to bottle such 
intense emotion so effectively, from Bolm’s 
lyrical potency, through to Nick and Clayton’s  
emotive, dynamic bed of interlocking lines 
and dynamic tones. 

“I wanted him to feel cathartic,” continues 
Clayton. “For me it was important to let 

Jeremy grieve the way that he needed to 
grieve. Our approach as a group has always 
been, ‘You’ve got to do what you’ve got to do. 
We’re a family and we’re here to support you, 
no matter what.’ I didn’t go into it with any 
plan, other than that I love the guy and   
I wanted to make sure that he could get out 
what he needed to get out – and use our 
platform to do it in a way that could maybe 
help him get through it.”

- Power and nuance - 
That classic hardcore congruence of extreme 
emotion and direct honesty is at the core of 
Touché’s approach to making music. However, 
their approach to tone, writing and 
arrangement, particularly evident in Nick and 
Clayton’s contributions, provides the 
important nuance, showcasing a collective of 
wider-reaching minds. 

“The intersection where Touché meet 
musically is kind of funny,” explains Nick.  
“It is some really heavy music, some really soft 
music, and some rock bands… but where our 
interests all meet in the centre seems to reflect 
how we write, but  that’s what makes it 
atypical, as opposed to just kicking in the 
distortion, playing power chords and yelling.”

“When we started I didn’t want to sound like 
other hardcore bands,” continues Clayton. “At 
the time I was very frustrated with hardcore in 
general. There was a lot of violent feeling and 
that wasn’t what I was trying to get out. I was 
really interested in Godspeed You Black 

Emperor and using the 
guitar more like a violin 
or something, playing it 
in a way that was more 
melodic.”

- single-coil sound - 
That brighter, melodic approach was quickly 
reflected in the guitarists’ atypical gear 
choices, favouring predominantly Fender-y 
instruments and amps [see American Heroes, 
p56] from the beginning, in order to set 
themselves apart from an ESP and triggered 
drum-dominated hardcore pack.

“When we did the first record, I pretty much 
didn’t want to use [external] distortion at all,” 
explains Clayton. “I was just cranking [Fender] 

Words: Matt Parker

“We didn’t want to sound  
like other hardcore bands”
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Twins as loud as I could. I’ve always loved 
the sound of single-coil pickups as well. So  
it just came out of wanting to do something 
different. As time has gone on I’ve really 
refined that and I really love clean guitar,  
I really love natural overdrive. I don’t really 
like high-gain stuff, I like stuff that sounds 
like it’s being pushed.”

“At this point, it just feels natural to me. 
That’s how we sound,” adds Nick. “Once  
I choose a guitar we can 
make a part sound like 
anything, but we always 
come back to that American 
twangy Fender sound. I think 
that’s what makes our band 
sound like our band at the 
end of the day.”

- tonal trailblazing- 
Stage Four sees both players 
expanding their tonal 
toolboxes beyond anything 
we’re accustomed to in the 
hardcore scene. Sonic  
Youth are a good reference 
point, but so might be the 
echoing, chorus’d sounds  
of Johnny Marr.

“I think for me, new 
territory was not trying to 
focus so much on the 
technical aspects of what 
was going on,” responds 
Clayton, when TG asks about 
the record’s more pioneering 
six-string moments. “To be 
willing to do something 
simple but experiment with 
sounds and ways to make it 
more interesting. It’s a wider 

barely sounds like it’s on and then if you dig in, 
it really opens up. I like pedals like that.”

For his part, Clayton’s faithful EHX Holy 
Grail and Fulltone Fulldrive 2 MOSFET 
overdrive were augmented by an SiB Mr Echo 
(for its “tape warp-y” sound), a Sanford and 
Sonny Bluebeard Fuzz and 80s Boss CE-2.  
“It’s all analogue delay and ‘set-by-ear’ sort of 
stuff,” says Clayton. “I just added the delay 
pedals and chorus to fill things out and also 
just tried to have more options for different 
overdrives and fuzzes and distortions – trying 
to vary between those three [bases].”

- to the Future - 
The band have worked hard to craft a record 
that sounds and feels worthy of its precious 
inspiration and they have succeeded. Stage 
Four is an album that will win devoted 
followers and deserve them. Not just for its 
musical dexterity, or it’s evolutionary approach 
to hardcore music, but because this visceral 
response to loss will connect with people 
looking for answers. 

“It’s interesting,” says Clayton, when   
TG points out that they will likely have to 
repeatedly tour this deeply personal material. 
“For me, I get to go out and play guitar every 
day so there’s a certain advantage to that, but 
it’s important to me for us to be honest and to 
express ourselves they way that we want to,  
so in the end, I just want to go out there and 
show the world what we’ve done, because  
I’m really proud of it. But it will be interesting 
to look back in the future and see how all of 
those things feel, if you can detach yourself 
from it, or not. Right now, I know we’re  
excited to go out there and show people the 
hard work we’ve done: to express ourselves  
for an hour onstage.” 

touché amoré’s new album, stage Four, is available 
now on epitaph records

Both Clayton (left) and 
Nick (right) prefer to use 
Fender-style guitars

Touché Amoré (l-r): Elliot 
Babin, Clayton, Tyler Kirby, 
Nick and Jeremy Bolm

range of sounds as opposed to a wider range of 
playing ability.”

Even with that modus operandi in place the 
guitarists resisted the temptation to go ‘kid in 
the candy store’ with their pedalboards, 
adding just one or two key boxes to expand  
the range at their disposal. Nick hails the JHS 
Panther Cub Analog Delay for it’s “warm, 
real-sounding” tone as well as the Mesa Tone 
Burst (complementing his preferred Mesa 

Lonestar head) 
and JHS Double 
Barrel Overdrive. 
“I like stacking 
things to give me 
variable intensity, 
so I have a boost 
where if I’m 
playing lightly it 

Touché Amoré’s gear is not like other hardcore 
bands’ gear. Far from ESPs and EMGs, Clayton is 
a ‘cut me and I bleed Fender’-type, favouring the 
headroom of his ’65 Reissue Fender Twin, paired 
with a Nash ’63 S-type or his ’62 Reissue Tele. 
“It’s super-heavy compared to any other Tele 
I’ve had,” he tells TG. “It’s great, it’s just solid! 
Especially for clean stuff, it’s just fantastic.”

Meanwhile, Nick also has classic American 
tone in his veins and uses a custom-coloured 
Blue Sparkle ’65 Reissue Jazzmaster, cream 
Strat (with matching headstock) and 
custom-covered Mesa/Boogie amps, usually 
the Lonestar. “It’s really natural and it’s got a 
really tight response and it’s super reliable,”   
says Nick. “It’s covered in a champagne floral 
embossed leather, so you can see I’m a bit 
garish with my choices!” 

AmericAn heroes 
The classic US gear behind 
Touché’s new sound
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the option of running their signal to your 
existing input jack, but they can be removed 
fairly easily. An active soundhole pickup 
requires a battery, but also includes an active 
preamp to boost your signal level. Some 
soundhole pickups (including LR Baggs’ 
popular M1) are also designed to pick up 
vibrations from the acoustic’s top to enhance 

the ‘acoustic’ nature of their output. You may 
want to go the whole hog and install a piezo 
system such as Fishman’s Sonitone but even 
if your guitar comes with one, there’s nothing 
stopping you switching to a soundhole if it 
takes your fancy. There are even options that 
enable you to blend a magnetic soundhole 
pickup with an attached mic that captures the 
sound in the soundhole, though be careful 
with those mic levels when feedback raises its 
wretched head. 

2 Use the eQ
You shouldn’t just expect to install a 
pickup and hey presto – there’s your 

sound. Just like an electric guitar, you need to 
think about frequencies and shaping your 
tone with EQ. For some guitars there will be 
an in-built three-band EQ with the on board 
preamp (offering bass, mid and treble slider 
controls for easy tweaking) and there are 
preamp pedals you can buy for this, too, 

Plugging in your electro-acoustic doesn’t have to  
be a sonic compromise – there are many ways for 
you to widen your sonic horizons…   Words: Rob Laing

A soundhole pickup is 
the easiest way to wire 
your acoustic for sound

Live acoustic sound 
doesn’t have to be  
a compromise

Don’t just plug and play 
– if your preamp has a 

built-in EQ, use it! 

The ideal sound you have in your head 
when you tentatively step onstage with 
your acoustic isn’t usually the one you 

get. Squealing feedback, quacking piezos and 
tinny trebles… we’ve all been there. But you 
don’t have to accept the pitfalls of plugging in. 
There’s a variety of ways you can tackle your 
tone and reclaim some of the resonance and 
organic character that has a lot more in 
common with your true unplugged sound.  
But there’s also interesting ways to expand 
your acoustic sound’s scope live, too.

1 Consider yoUr PiCkUP
This all depends on what your guitar 
already has; it may have no pickup system 

or it could have an piezo fixed under the 
saddle and in-built preamp controls. If your 
guitar doesn’t have anything, the simplest 
way to get plugged in is to buy a soundhole 
pickup. These vary in cost and type (see Pick 
Me Ups, p61) and are mounted on the with 
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including the LR Baggs Venue DI. Those with 
phase switches are especially useful for 
taming feedback. How you set it can depend 
on your style, preference, setup and the room 
you’re playing in. If you’re failing to cut 
through in a noisy room or band mix, raising 
the high-mids and treble (highs) can help 
without having to boost your volume into the 
realms where it’s overdriving the soundman’s 
mixer (this happens more than you’d think). 
If you’re a solo fingerpicker you may need to 
cut some of those if you’re picking up too 
many squeaks from finger movements on 
the fretboard. Or if you’re getting too 
much boom, you may need to lower the 
bass. Make changes in small increments, 
starting low and working your way up. 

3 Get a ComPressor
You don’t need to have it on all the time 
but a compression pedal can add a little 

more attack to plucked notes for acoustic 
fingerpicking or add definition to a lead part. 
If your parts require a dynamic range, 
compression is handy tool to draw upon for 
boost. Compression can also add some much 
needed sustain for you acoustic blues players 
out there, though you need to be careful with 
feedback (a rubber feedback buster for your 

A retro-fit pickup is a great 
way to give your acoustic a 
plugged-in tonal boost

pick  me ups    Is your acoustic lacking plugged-in quality? Here are three 
retro-fit pickup options for you to consider

››  Lr BaGGs m1 aCtive  £179.99
A very popular dual-coil magnetic 
soundhole option that runs on a CR2032 
battery, and if it’s good enough for Gilmour 
who are we to argue. There’s also a passive 
version available (£149.99), and the Baggs 
Triaxial technology found here is also 
licensed to Takamine for its black Tri-Ax2 
(£209) that enables players to switch 
between active and passive modes.   
The Triaxial design is body as well as 
string-sensitive by using the pickup’s lower 
coil to capture high frequency resonance 
from your guitar’s top. It’s easily installed 
on soundholes too and the cable can run 
inside the guitar by replacing your endpin 
with the jack version included. 
www.lrbaggs.com

››  k&k PUre mini  £89.99
This passive three-head transducer pickup 
is visually undetectable from the outside 
and needs to be carefully fixed to the 
underside of your bridge plate inside the 
guitar (you’ll need a mirror) but you’ll be 
rewarded with a pickup that’s more about 
capturing the richer warm resonance of 
your guitar’s soundboard and less about 
the dreaded harsh quack. It doesn’t rely on 
one, but K&K also produces its own 
preamp unit in standard jack and XLR 
version (£79 and £169) for pairing. We 
tried one in a Collings dreadnought straight 
into the PA at a pub gig and were impressed 
at just how ‘acoustic’ it sounded. 
www.kksound.com

››  seymoUr dUnCan sa-6 maG miC  
£259.95
A blend-style active pickup that combines 
a hum-cancelling magnetic stack pickup 
with an omni-directional condenser mic. 
Both have volume controls for balancing 
how much of each you level want from   
the output and preventing the mic level 
from becoming too boomy or feedback-
inducing. The idea is that the mic captures 
some of the resonance from inside your 
guitar and the magnetic pickups captures 
the dynamics. Like the Baggs M1A, it   
comes with an endpin jack but the battery 
here is the larger 9V type. This is fitted 
inside the guitar with Velcro. Though it’s  
a pretty significant investment for gigging, 
you can actually pick up the SA-6 lately   
for a street price closer to £190. 
www.seymourduncan.com

towards this holy grail of 
electro-acoustic tone, and a 
number of companies have 
developed preamp pedals 
to help mellow your piezo 
and soundhole pickup 
tone into something 
altogether woodier. The 
Fishman Aura series’s 
Imaging, the recent Boss 
VE-8 Acoustic Singer’s 
Acoustic Resonance effect 
and TC Electronic’s more compact BodyRez 
are all aiming to restore some of the 
resonance of your acoustic to the electric 
output by digital means, and they’re all 
worth a try. With these effects it’s always best 
to start low and dial them in slowly, too much 
and it can get a little too zingy. 

5 add some amBienCe
A dry and brittle electro acoustic tone 
can be pretty uninspiring for you, let 

alone your audience. But there are simple 
ways to liven it up. Reverb is your friend  
and a little of the hall setting dialled in can 
help regain some of that natural character 
that’s lost with a piezo-loaded acoustic direct 
to the PA. 

soundhole is something all acoustic players 
should have anyway). Some preamp pedals 
will even come with compression included.

4 CheCk oUt  
miC modeLLinG 
For many, the ideal amplified sound  

is their acoustic captured by a sensitive 
condenser mic that can reflect its character in 
a more accurate way. While this is a great for 
recording, it poses some obstacles onstage. 
Feedback being the biggest. But modelling/
imaging technology has been trying to get us 

Modelling pedals can 
give your sound a more 
authentic mic’d up vibe

Preamp pedals such as 
this Venue DI give you 
all sorts of EQ options 
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6 try a dUaL system
If you’re a percussive player and 
need added sensitivity or want 

to just explore mixing piezo and 
magnetic pickup signals, you could 
try both. Especially if you have a 
two-channel acoustic combo (Laney’s 
A1+ is a value-packed option at 
£329). It’s not for the faint-hearted, as 
it could involve drilling a second hole 
near your endpin for the second 
pickup if you want to keep it secure, but 
players including Andy McKee and John 
Butler have used two-pickup systems to their 
advantage.  “All my acoustics have a magnetic 
Seymour Duncan mag mic with the mic 
turned down,” says Butler, “then a Maton 
AP5 bridge piezo. I get all my microphonic 
and woodier sounds from my bridge pickup.”

7 sPLit yoUr siGnaL
You can use an amp and PA at the same 
time by sending a signal to the PA for 

front of house monitoring and then your own 
amp signal (that can also be mic’d or DI’d) for 
you to effect in your own way. This can create 
a richer, thicker acoustic sound and can be 
especially useful in a band setting where the 
acoustic needs to make its presence felt in a 

that can feed to the mixing board and 
PA via XLR for the best of both worlds. 
Having that headroom on hand can 
be useful in the practice room if you’re 
in a band set-up, too, and an acoustic 
combo may also have useful on board 

effects such as reverb, delay and chorus to 
save you needing to buy a pedal or two. 

9 PiCk CarefULLy 
Plectrums matter, and they’re too often 
overlooked for the ‘grab the nearest 

one’ approach. “It’s ‘just a piece of plastic,’” 
says Taylor’s master luthier Andy Powers, 
“but that piece of plastic is what you’re using 
as a tactile connection to articulate the string. 
It’s hugely important.” So consider if you’re 
playing being too hard or soft is entirely 
down to your style, or plectrum’s gauge. 
Strummers may want to consider a light 
gauge to mellow things out a little but if 
you’re going to be plucking plenty of notes, 
you might need something heavier that will 
cut through clearer. Experiment with gauges 
for different playing styles and don’t be afraid 
to change things around. l

Your pick choice can 
have a big impact on 

your playing style

Laney’s A1+ is a very 
affordable two-channel 
acoustic combo

You don’t have to just 
go into the desk – you 
can use an amp as well

 “An acoustic combo can  
 have its advantages if you  

 want more control” 
mix. There are two ways to do this; if you 
have one, you could use an ABY or a preamp 
pedal (provided the latter has two outputs) to 
split your signal to send to both amp and PA.  
Then, you can use a volume pedal in front of 
the amp to blend an overdriven tone in and 
out as you need it. More straightforwardly, 
however, you could just run a line from your 
amp’s output jack straight into the PA.  

8 Use an amP
Running through the PA alone is good 
enough for many, but investing in an 

acoustic combo can have its advantages if 
you want more control over your onstage 
monitoring with EQ, gain and phase controls 
on call, or for gigs where a soundman isn’t an 
option. Many are wedge-shaped so they can 

be used onstage as a monitor to 
be heard easier, and with a DI 
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techniques

rolling stones
50 years after the Rolling Stones released Paint It Black, TG takes a look at some  
of our favourite hooks to spill from the fingers of the Human Riff, Keith Richards

In the mid-60s the Rolling Stones were at the sharp end of the 
‘British Invasion’ counter-culture – a movement of rebellious 

but incredibly talented rock and pop bands from the UK making 
waves in the USA. Keeping them company were acts like The Kinks, 
the Animals, the Who and, of course, the Beatles, who arguably 
spearheaded it all. 

It was a period of intense recording activity for the Rolling Stones, 
releasing five albums between 1964 and 1965. Our first video lesson 

this month celebrates 50 years since the release of one of the band’s 
best known and best loved tracks, Paint It Black – originally released 
as a standalone single in the UK in 1966. Brian Jones’ sitar lines 
fueled the original recording, but these days you’ll see Keith Richards 
outlining the melody line on his trusty ‘Micawber’ Telecaster, with 
Ronnie Wood taking rhythm duties. Read on for tips on how to play 
Paint It Black, plus two more of our favourites and remember to 
watch the video lessons to hear how the riffs should sound.

Paint it 
Black
Keith uses a capo at 
the 2nd fret on this 
Indian-tinged and 
psychedelic track, 
although you’ll often 
see transcriptions with the 
capo marked at the 3rd fret – probably 
due to the pitch of the original recording 
being about half a semitone sharp. 

chords-wise, it’s a simple riff. Just hold 
down an open D5 chord (remember, it’ll 
sound like e5 thanks to the capo) with 
your second and third fingers; your spare 
fingers are left free to play the first string 
before you switch to single notes. 

the main challenge comes as you play 
an open fourth string in between every 
chord/melody note. We recommend 
using ‘pick and fingers’-style hybrid 
picking for this. Your pick plays the low 
notes and your fingers pick the higher 
chord/melody line. that said, it’s 
perfectly possible to play fingerstyle or 
with standard picking so choose the 
option which works best for you.

Cheat sheet…
appears at: 0:00-0:07
tempo: 145-160bpm
Key/scale: e harmonic minor
Main techniques:  String skipping/
capo/hybrid picked chords

honky tonk 
Women
We’re in Keith’s 
classic open G 
tuning here 
(DGDbGD), which 
means you’ll need to 
drop your guitar’s first, fifth 
and sixth strings by a tone to play along. 
richards plays with the sixth string 
removed from his guitar all together, but, 
seeing as this isn’t always practical, 
tuning down to D will keep you in key. 

the opening riff in Honky Tonk Women 
can be divided into two halves. First is the 
offbeat groove played on the open middle 
two strings. there’s nothing too difficult 
about this beyond getting the timing right 
– we’ve played it a few times in the video 
so you can jam along and get that offbeat 
groove down.

the second half of the riff is the major 
pentatonic country-style line played on 
the third string. the challenge is that you 
have to play the open first string 
simultaneously – which Keith achieves by 
playing fingerstyle.

Cheat sheet…
appears at: 0:08-0:17
tempo: 113bpm
Key/scale: G major pentatonic
Main techniques: Fingerstyle/open G 
tuning/diad chords

start  
me uP
once again, we’re in 
Keith’s signature open 
G tuning (DGDGbD) 
for this track so tune 
down to play along. 
typically of his loose, bluesy 
style Keith never really plays the riff 
exactly the same way twice, despite it 
forming much of the track. So, for our 
video lesson, we’re straightening it out 
and playing a generic version which you 
can experiment with yourself, Keef-style. 

Keith’s variations are fairly simple, 
essentially boiling down to a few 
strumming variations and the occasional 
not quite random note change. Generally, 
he sticks to the c and F/c chords heard 
on the record, but, in later live versions, 
he has tended to simplify the choppy rock 
’n’ roll line in the second half of the riff, 
playing just a handful of solid 
powerchords instead. Still, the devil is 
definitely not in the detail here. Just get 
the basic riff down, keep on grooving and 
improvise around the theme.  

Cheat sheet…
appears at: 0:00-0:47
tempo: 122bpm
Key/scale: F major/F Mixolydian
Main techniques: choppy chords/open 
G tuning/barre chords

TG Tip
Get the basic riff down 
then jam with your own 
ideas for a loose Keef 

swagger
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TG Tip
We recommend hybrid 

picking, but try standard 
plectrum picking and 

fingerstyle, too

TG Tip
Try ‘thumb and finger’ 

or ‘first and third finger’ 
picking techniques to 
see which works best

Video riff lessons
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START PLAYING NOW!

This is the most important scale in guitar music. If you don’t know it, learn it now! Start on 
the sixth string and ascend the scale note by note. The numbers tell you to use your first, 
third and fourth fingers.

here we’ve taken the minor pentatonic scale and highlighted some extra notes (in 
green) that are often added to pentatonic licks for a more sophisticated sound. Use the 
green notes sparingly around the other notes.

This monTh’s ‘outside’ notes are taken from these advanced scales, and more experienced players may prefer to learn the shapes in full. If this feels like homework then skip this 
info and move on to jam with our tabbed licks over the page. 

We’re alWays harping on about the minor 
pentatonic scale here at TG. This essential 
scale is the most frequently used set of notes 
in rock, blues, country, metal, funk and even 
jazz lead guitar. Learn a few minor pentatonic 

scale shapes and you’ll be taking a big step 
towards mastering your instrument. 

Playing a few choice notes from outside of 
the scale can also transform your solos. 
Experienced players may know which scales 

these ‘outside’ notes come from, but it’s not 
essential knowledge. In this lesson we’re 
treating the minor pentatonic scale as a 
framework for a handful of licks, but look out 
as we target a few tasty non-pentatonic notes.

The A minor penTATonic scAle minor penTATonic scAle wiTh exTrA noTes

AdvAnced scAles

Scale new heights with your solos as TG covers some minor 
pentatonic basics and looks at creative ways to use the scale

5 ways to break 
out of the minor 

pentatonic scale

A blues scale A major pentatonic scaleA natural minor scale A Dorian scale
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START PLAYING NOW!

 1. seTTing The mArk 
Minor pentatonic and natural minor scales

start by taking a look at the tab and plotting out all the 5th and 7th 
fret notes in our Mark Knopfler-inspired rock lick – these notes are 
taken from the minor pentatonic scale. The 6th and 4th fret notes 
come from the natural minor scale and you’ll need to reposition your 
fingers to hit these cleanly. For a classic Knopfler sound, we’ve opted 
to use a Fender Stratocaster with its selector switch set to position 
two for a blend of the bridge and middle single-coil pickups.

 5. Blues scAle Blues  Major/minor pentatonic and blues scales

Here We’re playing in a blues ballad style and our lick is a mix of minor and major pentatonics and the blues scale – a step up in complexity with 
more time spent outside the basic scale. The idea is to show you how far you can go, and still work in a minor pentatonic framework. The lick in bar 
3 is a challenge, but, like the minor pentatonic scale itself, it’s all based around the 5th to 8th frets, so assign each finger to each fret.

Many guitar styles are influenced by blues, and, here in our 
country style lick, we’re using that old blues idea of playing 
pentatonic scales over a 7th chord (A7). Of course, we’re stepping 
outside of the minor pentatonic scale too. The very first note in bar 1 
is a B (suggesting the A major pentatonic scale), and the first note in 
bar 2 is an Eb (which appears in the A blues scale). This kind of lick 
sounds great the faster you play it so try to gradually build speed.

 2. puTTing The Fun in Funk 
Minor pentatonic and Dorian scales

inspired by legendary P-Funk guitarist Eddie Hazel, we’re playing 
over a funk-style backing here and targeting an F# note on the 7th 
fret of the second string (taken from the A Dorian scale). You have to 
bend two strings at the same time here, which needs a bit of 
strength, but don’t worry too much about accuracy. These are 
‘quarter-tone’ bends, so you don’t bend up to an exact note – it’s 
more of a feel thing, drawing out the bends for fluid, vocal phrasing.
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 3. Blue dAys 
Minor pentatonic and blues scales

WitH tHe minor pentatonic scale at its core, this Kenny Burrell-
style jazz-blues lick is simple. Just watch out for those notes from 
outside of the scale. Right away, with the first two notes, we’re using 
a staple jazz trick and sliding into a scale note from a semitone below. 
The minor pentatonic scale doesn’t have any one-fret steps so you’re 
guaranteed a more colourful sound. We’re also using the A blues 
scale which simply adds an Eb note to the A minor pentatonic scale.
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 4. counTry living 
Major pentatonic and blues scales

TrackS 57-58

TrackS 55-56

TrackS 51-52TrackS 49-50

TrackS 53-54
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Hagstrom H-III
REVIEw



 Hagstrom  
 retroscape H-III  £589 
  Three pickups, loads of switches and a huge swathe   
  of retro appeal? It’s a Hagstrom, of course, what else? 

tHe original Swedish-
crafted Hagstrom 

guitars that were made between 
the late 50s and early 80s attract 
quite a cult following – plenty of 
big name players have used ’em 
over the years, too. Indeed, an 
H-III similar to the one we have on 
test here was the start-up guitar for 
shredder Joe Satriani, while Pat 
Smear would loan his trusty H-IIs 
and H-IIIs to Kurt Cobain during 
his Nirvana days. Now with the 
Foo Fighters, Pat has his own 
Hagstrom signature model these 
days, and is a big collector of the 
old Swedish models.

When production was restarted 
in 2005 with a small range of 
Chinese-made electrics it didn’t 

please the collectors and Swedish 
Hag-o-philes, but for the rest of us 
there is plenty to enjoy with oodles 
of original Hagstrom vibe.

Among eight mini-ranges, the 
RetroScape range (‘A landscape or 
setting filled with things from the 
past’, says Hagstrom) is where 
you’ll find the Impala and Condor, 
along with our more conventional 
H-III (and the twin-pickup H-II). 
It’s like a cross between a Gibson 
SG and a Fender Strat – the former 
in the chamfered edges and 
pointed horns of the body and the 
latter with its bolt-on neck, trio of 
single coils and, of course, a 
vibrato. But while Fender and 
Gibson’s control layouts are  
now virtually generic setups, 
Hagstrom’s designers back in the 
day thought it’d be a great idea to 
use a multitude of switches to not 
only voice the pickups but to add 
some passive tone-mangling, too.

The ‘Strat in Gibson clothes’ vibe 
continues with a shorter Gibson 

scale length. The neck employs  
a modern version of Hagstrom’s 
H-Expander truss rod (highly 
regarded, by the way, for the way  
it prevents the neck from twisting), 
its back is quite heavily glossed 
while the fingerboard is what 
Hagstrom calls Resinator  
(a synthetic substance that we 
suspect is similar to the Richlite 
used by Godin and Martin, for 
example). The black-faced 
Fender-y headstock is back-angled 
more like a Gibson, and the 
generic tuners at least have a 
Hagstrom logo and distinctively 
shaped buttons, while the logo is 
a moulded and silvered plastic.

Along with a new version of 
Hagstrom’s Tremar vibrato (and  

a roller-saddle tune-o-matic),  
the H-III’s major calling card is  
the plethora of switches (see 
Switcheroo! p72). All in all, it 
might have been conceived in  
the 60s as a Swedish ‘Strat’ but 
from a modern perspective it’s 
quite a slice of retro.

Mind you, a quick unplugged 
strum doesn’t bode too well, with a 
rather plunky, quick decaying tone 
– not a million miles away from a 
Jaguar. Our problems don’t stop 
there. Each of the three single coils 
have the same output, and the 
bridge unit is some way from the 
strings. Again, though that’s easy 
enough to sort with a screwdriver, 
the bridge still does sound a little 
thin. But with all the tone mod 
switches bypassed, it’s a credible 
bright and quite attacking Stratty 
sound, plus we can voice all three 
pickups together and get a Tele- 
like bridge and neck combination.

The volume features an R/C 
network (a resistor and capacitor) 

From a modern perspective  
it’s quite a slice of retro
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 BODY:  Alder 
 NECK:  Maple, bolt-on  
 SCALE:  629mm (24.75”)
 FINGERBOARD:  Resinator 
 FRETS:  22  
 PICKUPS:  3x Hagstrom Ceramic  
 C-Spin single coils 
 CONTROLS:  Volume, 3x p/up  
 on/off switches, master tone,  
 Mute and Top switches, kill switch 
 HARDWARE:  Chrome-plated Long  
 Travel tune-o-matic-style Roller  
 Bridge, Hagstrom Vintage Tremar  
 vibrato, die-cast tuners 
 LEFT-HANDED:  No 
  FINISH:  White (as reviewed),  
 Black, 3-Tone Sunburst,  
 Aged Sky Blue 
 CONTACT:  Rosetti  
 01376 550033,   
 www.rosetti.co.uk 

 AT A GL ANCE 

 HybrId sTyle 
tHe H-III is quite a mash-up 
with a Fender-style alder 
body and bolt-on maple 
neck, but a Gibson-like scale 
and tune-o-matic bridge  

 sIngle-coIl spIn 
tHese ‘C-spIn’ pickups 
ape the Hagstrom originals, 
their flat poles giving them a 
strat-like vibe, although the 
coils and ceramic magnets 
are moulded within the 
plastic cases

 IT’s a VIbraTo! 
tHIs VIntage tremar 
vibrato has been upgraded 
but remains a pretty basic 
design. It had its fans, 
however, and Hagstrom 
even licensed it to Gretsch 
back in the day. 



The flat poles on the 
H-III’s single coils 
give a Stratty vibe

The vibrato is a slightly 
updated version of the 
old Hagstrom Tremar 

All the current Hagstrom 
RetroScape models, like the originals 
on which they’re based, use a bank 
of switches to control the pickups 
and compensate for the lack of a 
conventional rotary tone control. 
The six slide switches placed above 
the master volume control have 
quite high, off-white plastic sliders 
that feel reasonably robust in use but 
make quite a ‘clunk’ when you use 
then at stage volumes. The top three 
are simply on/off switches for the 
neck, middle and bridge pickups.

The fourth switch down is called 
Master Tone that engages a mid 
and high frequency cut; the next 
one down is called a Mute, although 
it doesn’t actually mute the guitar; 
it adds a volume drop and high 
frequency cut. The lowest switch 
is called Top, a high-pass filter that 
removes some bass.

There’s yet another switch north-
west of the neck pickup: a kill switch 
that is (yet) another way of muting 
the guitar – without, of course, 
having to mess with those three 
pickup on/off switches.

  Features   
  sound quality   
  Value For money   
  Build quality   
  playaBility   
  oVerall rating           
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m
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to retain highs as you roll it down, 
but it has quite a slow taper, unlike 
the much faster attenuation of our 
reference Fender Strat. The master 
tone switch is like turning a 
conventional tone control pretty 
much fully off, while the mute 
switch is like a tone control just 
knocked back a little – the latter 
working especially well to round 
out the inherent spiky sound with 
some classic Marshall-like gain. 
Kicking in some punkier fuzz and 
that Top bass-cut switch produces 
a really nasty wiry bridge pickup 

sound. It all plays pretty well even 
though the Tremar does feel quite 
stiff – not as smooth as a Bigsby. 
While the H-III really suits a 
pedalboard setup with different 
overdrives and the like, plugged 
straight into a small Vox AC10 we 
get a pretty characterful early 
electric blues sound with ease.  
Far from daft.

Is the H-III a great guitar? No, 
aside from the two extra pickup 
combinations, it’s like a Strat with 
preset tones controls – and a handy 
kill switch. But where it scores is 

how it wants to take us on a 
different sonic path – one that 
might be less clichéd classic Strat 
but sounds near-perfect for 
punkier, thrashier styles or, in 
contrast, really old lo-fi blues. 
Dave Burrluck

also try...

What on earth do all those 
switches do anyway?
 

Switcheroo!

 guild s-200 t-Bird 
£745
Originally introduced in 
1963, this second version 
Thunderbird originally had a 
built-in stand! That feature 
aside, the new version 
includes the same 
Hagstrom Tremar and dual 
modes to voice the twin   
LB-1 ’buckers.

 italia modena Challenge 
£829
A typical slice of modern retro 
from Italia, the Challenge places 
three mini Ricky/Gretsch-like 
humbuckers on a non-
reverse Firebird-inspired 
korina body with Bigsby.

 squier ClassiC ViBe  
 ’60s stratoCaster 
£415
Here’s a 60s-style Strat (in 
Three-Color Sunburst or 
Burgundy Mist) that adds jumbo 
frets and a modern 9.5-inch 
fingerboard radius. Pickups  
are Alnico V vintage-style 
single-coils with custom 
staggered polepieces 
that “provide improved 
string-to-string balance”.
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 Schecter C-6 Plus  £289 
 After reinventing itself for budget-conscious  
 players, can Schecter’s Diamond Series still shine? 

With its aquamarine 
quilted-maple 

finish, the Schecter C-6 Plus might 
look a little extravagant – but that 
doesn’t mean it’s not for the 
people. Here we have a mid-priced 
S-style electric that’s built for 
action, for an honest day’s work, 
for by-the-metronome proletariat 
stamina exercises through the 
modes of the major scale.

Besides, the C-6 Plus’s looks are 
skin deep. The ‘quilted maple’ is 
actually just an image that’s been 
printed on to a basswood body, 
maintaining the ostentatious 
illusion of class when, ultimately, 
the real story is that the C-6 Plus is 
one of the most fun, most fuss-free, 
and most sonically persuasive 
electrics that can be picked up for 
less than £300. Contrasting that 

azure, Great Barrier Reef finish is  
a nicotine-yellow maple neck, 
bolted onto the body and cut to a 
soft-C that is svelte enough for 
speed, yet offers impressive 
comfort, too. In neck and bridge 
positions there are two Schecter 
Diamond humbuckers, each 
selected by a three-way switch, 
with master volume and tone 
knobs to help you dial in your 
sound. It’s that easy. With a tidy 
string-though tune-o-matic  
bridge offering quick setups and  
a really solid core, there’s a 
pragmatism – no floating vibrato 
or coil-tap to divert your attention 
– that’s designed to keep you 
playing longer. The C-6 Plus can 
handle a succession of a Herculean 
string bends and still remain 
solidly in tune. 

There’s really no mystery to  
the C-6 Plus, except maybe why 
Schecter doesn’t think it’s worthy 
of a catchier name. It is certainly 
worth your attention, and should 

get it from anyone whose game is 
rock and metal. As with most of 
Schecter’s guitars, the C-6 Plus will 
sit most comfortably with those 
looking to play fast and hard. Yeah, 
sure, all guitars are built to play, 
but that is not always the result at 
lower price points, but the C-6 Plus 
is exceptionally playable. No 
matter your ability or experience, 
it flatters you, and that is always a 
bonus. When, however, the target 
demographic is the intermediate 
player who practises hard for 
incremental results, that flattery 
means everything, and it makes for 
more confident guitarists. With 
extra jumbo frets rewarding busy 
lead playing, those difficult 
transcriptions of your favourite 
Megadeth track might suddenly 
feel achievable. 

In high-gain scenarios, the C-6  
is tight, aggressive, with lots of 
harmonic expression. That’s true 
of either pickup. While the neck 
pickup disciplines your leads with 
a more rounded tone, it doesn’t 
rinse the C-6 of its personality –  
its bark. It cleans up nicely, too, 
excelling in growly bluesy tones 
with that edge of danger and 
promise of more overdrive; that’s 
where the C-6 Plus becomes most 
organic, most alive. So what if 
gigging the C-6 Plus in a dingy  
bar might feel like wearing a ruff 
and pearl earring to order a 
McDonald’s, Schecter has put 
together a guitar of real substance.
Jonathan Horsley

Your favourite Megadeth track 
might suddenly feel achievable
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 Body:  Basswood 
 Neck:  Maple, bolted on 
 Scale:  25.5” 
 FiNgerBoard:  Rosewood 
 FretS:  24 
 PickuPS:  2x Schecter Diamond  
 Plus humbuckers 
 coNtrolS:  1x volume, 1x tone,  
 three-way selector 
 Hardware:  Chrome 
 leFt-HaNded:  Yes 
 FiNiSH:  Ocean Burst Blue  
 (pictured), Trans Black Burst,  
 Electric Magenta, Black Cherry  
 Burst, Vintage Sunburst 
 coNtact:  Westside Distribution  
 0844 326 2000  
 schecterguitars.com  

 at a gl aNce  hEEl 
tYpicAl of schecter’s 
Diamond series, the 
C-6 Plus offers an 
ergonomic passport to 
the upper frets with a 
neatly sculpted heel

 BoDY 
the C-6 Plus’s contoured 
and bevelled basswood 
body strikes a happy 
medium between  
being lightweight and 
manageable, and  
solidity of build

 PickuPS 
Schecter’S Diamond 
Plus humbuckers are 
bright and aggressive, 
making for a voice that’s 
perfectly suited to hard 
rock and heavy metal
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 Blackstar  
 ID:Core Stereo 100  £249 
 Get more Core for your money in a gig-ready  
 compact combo that packs a serious punch 

the ID:Core range of 
portable practice and 

recording amps has proved a very 
popular one for Blackstar, and now 
it’s grown to include a pair of 
combos more suited to live use, but 
still offering all the features that 
make the ID:Core amps so popular 
with home users. The new combos 
are compact and lightweight, but 
with 100 and 150 watts of power to 
get your point across. Here, we’re 
looking at the ID:Core 100 combo, 
which uses a pair of special design 
Blackstar 10-inch loudspeakers  
to deliver 50 watts of power per 
channel in Super Wide Stereo.

The ID:Core 100 looks just as 
smart and purposeful as its smaller 
brothers and carries over all the 
familiar ID:Core features, together 
with a new polyphonic octaver and 
a looper. There’s also an effects loop 
at the rear, so you can combine 
outboard effects with the ID:Core’s 
built-in studio-quality reverbs, 
delays and modulations, alongside 

the six programmable amp voices 
and up to 36 patches.

In use, the ID:Core 100 generates 
plenty of volume that can easily fill 
small pubs and clubs; the amp 
voices have been enhanced for live 
use and easily cut through the 
cacophony of a live band without 
sounding harsh and brittle. The 

new looper and octaver effects are 
high-quality and great fun to use 
– you can even combine them and 
use the octaver to add bass parts  
on the fly. There’s also a handy 
footswitchable undo function on 
the looper, so you can backtrack on 
a part that’s not quite right.

The included USB recording 
interface means the ID:Core 100  
is still just as handy for home and 

studio use – despite the higher 
power, it’s still very portable, 
weighing in at just over 12kg. The 
front panel editing and patch store/
recall is no different to the other 
Core amps, while the really clever 
stuff happens in the virtual domain, 
courtesy of Blackstar’s Insider 
software app, which has enhanced 

editing capabilities, together with 
extra features, including offline 
patch storage and a phrase trainer 
that lets you loop and time stretch 
to your heart’s content, perfect for 
getting to grips with tricky licks.

While purists will always lust 
after valves, the power of digital 
signal processing has put all kinds 
of possibilities into the hands of 
every player, from beginners to 

pros. As software and hardware 
continues to develop, the quality of 
sounds has improved no end, 
while Blackstar’s app builders have 
come as close as anyone to 
providing the perfect interface 
that’s intuitive and, above all, fun. 

The best news of all is that this 
amp comes at a price that would 
have been unthinkable a few 
decades ago, and it includes a 
handy two-button footswitch that 
gets you straight into using the 
looper. In perhaps the most 
crowded field around, the ID:Core 
Stereo 100 gives the established 
competition a hard time, and it’s 
astounding value for money.
Nick Guppy

Blackstar has come close to 
providing the perfect interface
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 T y pe:  Digital preamp, solid-state  
 stereo power amp 
 OuTpuT:  2x 50 watts 
 Spe aker:  2x 10” Blackstar  
 Special Design 
 COnTrOlS:  Voice select, gain,  
 volume, bass, mid, treble, ISF  
 (Infinite Shape Feature), effects  
 select, effects level, master volume 
 SOCkeTS:  Guitar in, USB in/out,  
 speaker emulated headphones,  
 mp3 in, effects loop send/  
 return, footswitch 
 WeighT:  12.5kg 
 DimenSiOnS:  [H x W x D]  
 447 x 573 x 241mm 
 COnTaCT:  Blackstar Amplification  
 01604 817817  
 www.blackstaramps.com 

 aT a gl anCe 

 effeCts loop 
the ID:Core 100’s rear panel 
features a useful effects loop, 
so you can mix your favourite 
real-world pedals with the 
amp’s built-in effects

 speakers 
Behind the ID:Core’s 
smart speaker grille lurks  
a two high-power 10-inch 
loudspeakers, which are 
driven by a stereo power 
stage with 50 watts per side

 UsB 
the USB socket acts as a 
computer interface, with a 
re-amping function that lets 
you apply the ID:Core’s 
effects to a dry track
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 Yamaha F SerieS  
 round-up 
 it’s 50 years since yamaha introduced its first steel-string guitar.  
 But the Japanese giant never rests on its laurels, and for 2016, one  
 of the world’s best-selling guitar ranges has gotten even better… 

Words: Dave Burrluck   Photography: Adam Gasson
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It was a year of sex, drugs 
and musical revolution 

– oh, and England won the World Cup, of 
course – so on reflection it’s perhaps not 
surprising that the 1966 arrival of Yamaha’s 
first steel-string guitars, the FG180 and 
FG150, didn’t cause that much of a stir. Fast 
forward a few years though and it was a 
different story. The FG seemed the essential 
must-have for any wannabe troubadour: 
even guitar hero John Martyn played one! 
During the ensuing years the FG range has 
become one of the biggest selling guitar 
series’ on the planet and has gone through 
numerous makeovers; the last 700 one 
however, was over a decade ago, by which 
time the avalanche of affordable steel-
strings  from China was already underway.

For 2016, then, Yamaha needed 
something a little special and that’s exactly 
what the new 800 series range (which 
completely replaces the previous 700s) is.  
It centres on just two body shapes: the 
original FG ‘Western’ dreadnought and the 
smaller ‘folk’ or concert-size FS.

The guitars are all made in Yamaha’s own 
mega-factory in China and feature solid 
wood tops – spruce on the 800 to 840 
models, mahogany on the 850s – with 
laminated back and sides: the start up 800 
level uses what Yamaha state as ‘nato/
okume’, the 820s are mahogany, the 830s 
are rosewood, the 840s are maple and the 
850s are again mahogany but with that solid 
mahogany top.

yamaha F SerieS
round-up
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as it’s been well over a decade 
since these guitars got a 

refresh, Yamaha is going all out with 
these 2016 upgrades, and according 
to Yamaha, the aim is to create guitars 
that are tonally enhanced. On the one 
hand that means a return to the original 
FG180, but with the addition of “a 
little more volume, a little more bass, a 
little more oomph”. Now, us reviewers 
will always take such claims with a 
pinch of salt but a quick strum on this 
all-matt-finished guitar – the start of the 
new range priced just below the gloss-
finished FG/FS800 (both £268) – has us 
double-checking our price list. But we’ve 
got ahead of ourselves…

The FG800M is a typically classy, 
clean build and those of us who like 
our guitars to look a little less posh will 
find a friend here: the matt finish gives 
a lived-in working guitar appearance. 
There’s little ornamentation, the 
fingerboard dots are small and lack 

contrast but the white side dots are clear 
and bright. The brand logo and fleur 
motif are simply silk-screened but it’s 
the three-piece neck, with a roomy full 
C profile, that immediately engages. 
Tuners are quite generic but more than 
up to the job while the synthetic ‘urea’ 
nut and compensated saddle are well 
cut with a sensible, get-on-with-the-job 
action. The fretting is also extremely 
tidy, while the fingerboard edges are 
actually bound creating, in typical 
Chinese-style, a very tidy job.

Dreadnoughts, of course, come in 
many different tonal shades but we 
should expect plenty of roomy lows,  
a strong thump in the lower mids, crisp 
highs: a big projecting sound. Well, the 
FG800M ticks those boxes and some 
and sounds dangerously close – albeit 
thinner, crisper and ‘newer’ – to our 
reference and well-used 16-Series 
Martin dread’ that costs an awful lot 
more. Game on…

 Yamaha FG800M  £213   
  matt’s the way we like it…  

the FG was the 
must-have for any 
wannabe troubadour
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 Yamaha  
 FG830  £360 
 the classic spruce/rosewood dread on a budget… 

JumpIng up very 
nearly 150 

notes, the FG830’s increased price tag 
is certainly reflected in its looks – it’s 
a much more classy proposition with 
its thinly gloss-finished body, deep 
chocolate coloration of the rosewood 
laminate back and sides, and satin neck 
(though less ‘open pore’ in feel than 
the FG800M), all topped off with old-
looking, cream-coloured edge binding. 
There’s a little abalone bling in the 
soundhole décor and headstock motifs, 
too. Like the FG800M it’s near-perfect 
in execution – inside and out – and if 
asked the retail price, we’d undoubtedly 
suggest a substantially higher figure… 
and that’s before we play a note.

Perceived thought says that solid 
rosewood back and sides, compared to 
mahogany, should create a little more 
definition sound-wise and although the 

laminate construction here will narrow 
the differences, we certainly hear some 
of that: there’s more sparkle added over 
the roomy dreadnought character of 
the FG800M. That smoother neck finish 
does tell your hand it’s a more upmarket 
proposition even though the shaping 
is near-identical and again comparing 
the FG830 with a much more expensive 
USA solid wood spruce/rosewood 
dread (a new Taylor 410) we’re hearing 
a guitar that on all levels, not least 
sound, punches way above its price.

Okay, we don’t get a case or gigbag 
in the deal and the cutaway electro ‘X’ 
versions ramp up the price to £536 but 
as a pure acoustic dreadnought this 
is one you simply must try whether 
you’re just starting out or are a lot more 
experienced. With a suggested selling 
price of £322 in store it’s dangerously 
close to being a real game-changer.

 Yamaha FS850  £398 
 the FG’s little bro’… 

the FG monicker apparently, 
stands for ‘folk guitar’, but 

the FGs are deadnnought-sized, and 
if you want an actual  ‘folk’-size guitar, 
you’ll want this FS  – sitting somewhere 
between Martin’s 00 and 000 sizes – the 
genesis of which seems to date back to 
the Yamaha FG1500 of the early 70s. 

The FS has a shorter 635mm (25-
inch) scale length, a reduced body width 
of 381mm (15-inch) and shallower 
depth by about 8mm. It retains the 
same width and string-spacing at the 
nut as it’s bigger bro’ but – importantly 
– reduces the string spacing at the 
bridge from 55mm to 50mm. This is 
why when you start playing this lil’ 
chap things feel rather cramped. For 
many players a smaller 000-size is the 
perfect fingerpicking guitar and many 
a more ‘serious’ model has a wider nut 
and bridge string spacing. So, here, FS 
doesn’t really stand for ‘FingerStyle’:  it 
more accurately equates to ‘For Student’ 
or ‘For Small (people)’. Ahem.

But while the new FSs start with the 
wallet-friendly FS800 (£268), this one, 
along with the FG850 dreadnought, 
tops this new range. It’s certainly 
classy in style with its solid mahogany 
top and wood edge-binding, abalone 
soundhole inlay and fine white coach-
line inside its black-bound fingerboard 
and headstock; its more compact 
dimensions also make for an extremely 
comfortable seated player.

Sound-wise the combination of its 
reduced size and its hardwood top give 
it a slightly narrower sound with a little 
less bass oomph and slightly rounded, 
almost compressed, highs but it’s not 
as ‘bluesy’ or powerful as Martin’s only 
slightly smaller-bodied new, all-sapele 
Dreadnought Junior.

So while it may well suit younger 
players with smaller digits, it’s a very 
cool piece for electric players, too: its 
more Gibson-like string spacing and 
scale feel very familiar – a plectrum 
player’s tour de force.
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IRRelevant of the 50th anniversary, these new Yamaha’s 
are near faultlessly good for their prices. If we’re honest, the 
FG830 could be considerably more and we’d still be saying the 
same. The 800M might not quite have the sparkle and 
contemporary sheen of the 830 but it has a real workhorse 

‘blue collar’ vibe. Finally, the FS850 has everything going for it 
except, for more serious fingerstyle players at least, its narrow 
bridge spacing. Even so, with its subtly different voicing it’ll 
appeal to player looking for an ‘older’ sound and certainly 
played with a pick it has plenty of punch.

Verdict  

 Yamaha FG800M  £213 
 At A gl Ance 

 Yamaha FG830  £360 
At A gl Ance

 Yamaha FS850  £398 
At A gl Ance

 top:  Solid mahogany 
 BAck & sides:  
 Laminated mahogany 
 neck:  nato  
 scAle length:  634mm (25”) 
 FingerBoArd:  rosewood 
 Frets:  20 
 electrics:  no 
 hArdwAre:  rosewood bridge  
 w/ compensated urea saddle,  
 die-cast chrome tuners 
 leFt-hAnded:  no 
 Finish:  natural (as reviewed) –  
 gloss body with satin neck 

 top:  Solid spruce 
 BAck & sides:  
 Laminated rosewood 
 neck:  nato 
 scAle length: 650mm (25.6”) 
 FingerBoArd:  rosewood 
 Frets:  20 
 electrics:  no. The FGX830C  
 electro costs £536 
 hArdwAre:  
 rosewood bridge w/  
 compensated urea saddle,  
 die-cast chrome tuners 
 leFt-hAnded:  no 
 Finish:  natural (as reviewed),  
 Tobacco Brown Sunburst,  
 Autumn Burst – gloss body  
 with satin neck 

 top:  Solid Spruce 
 BAck & sides:  
 Laminated nato/okume 
 neck:  nato 
 scAle length:  650mm (25.6”) 
 FingerBoArd:  rosewood 
 Frets:  20 
 electrics:  no 
 hArdwAre:  rosewood bridge  
 w/ compensated urea saddle,  
 die-cast chrome-plated tuners 
 leFt-hAnded:  no, check  
 the FG820L (£351) 
 Finish:  natural matt  
 (as reviewed) 
 contAct:  Yamaha,  
 01908 366700, 
 uk.yamaha.com 
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 Hot on the heels of Guild’s affordable Archback  
 electros we get to grips with a mini version 

 Guild Westerly ColleCtion  
 ‘ArChbACk’ Jumbo Junior  £365 

The Guild company has 
finally got its USA 

factory up and running this year 
and part of the new acoustic range 
are the ‘Archbacks’ – guitars that 
use a pressed arched back that 
does away with the need for back 
braces, just like the firm did back in 
the day. The Jumbo Junior takes 
this concept and brings it to the 
trendy travel guitar concept.

The Jumbo Junior down-sizes 
Guild’s classic jumbo and creates  
a very similar outline to Taylor’s 
popular GS-Mini. The good news 
for us skint troubadours is that 
unlike the £600-ish Mexican-made 
GS-Mini electro, the Jumbo Junior, 
which is made in China and comes 
with a pretty sturdy gigbag, costs 

nearly 50 per cent less. We’re liking 
this lil’ chap already.

It’s certainly a close cousin to the 
GS-Mini, slightly less deep, with a 
scale length that’s a quarter-of-an-
inch longer, and while the 
headstock apes the classic Guild 
raised dome style you could easily 
mistake one for the other.

But it’s a tidily built guitar with  
a clean Sitka spruce top, slightly 
scalloped bracing, cream edge 
binding, simple soundhole rings 
and a tortie-like scratchplate.  
Its arched back and sides are 
laminated mahogany (there’s a 
maple version at the same price) 
and it’s all finished in a satin sheen.

But it doesn’t feel that down-
sized when you start strumming. 
The nut width is 43mm (and has 
regular string spread of 36mm) 
and bridge spacing is a roomy 
55mm (wider than Yamaha’s FS, 
for example). The neck has a 
slightly ‘V’d profile and generous 
depth – all good. It’s a nice player.

In comparison to our GS-Mini, 
however, it lacks some low-end 
depth with a slightly thinner 
midrange. Re-stringing the Junior 
with Taylor-like Elixir Nanoweb 
80/20 Bronze 0.012 to 0.053 
strings sweetens its voice a little – 
they’re not cheap strings but worth 
the outlay, as they create a 
perfectly credible, new-sounding 
and strident acoustic sound. 

Plugged in, the AP-1 pickup 
system seems to over-compensate 
for the bass-light acoustic voice 
and some reduction benefits the 
overall balance. We had problems 
with the string-to-string balance  
of the previous Archbacks we 
reviewed, but here it’s ship-shape 
and even. Like the acoustic sounds, 

it’s a little brash-sounding but good 
enough for an open-mic slot and, 
with some additional outboard EQ 
and compression, begins to punch 
above its price.

Guitars such as the GS-Mini and 
Martin’s Dreadnought Jr might 
have more obvious appeal but they 
come at a higher price. There are 
plenty of other ‘minis’ out there 
too, not least from Faith and 
Vintage, which are more 
affordable, but this Jumbo Junior 
remains a perfectly good guitar. It’s 
an ideal take-anywhere electro or 
simply a kick-about house guitar, 
ideal for the songwriting and 
recording musician. One to try.
Dave Burrluck

It doesn’t feel that down-sized 
when you start strumming
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 Top:  Solid Sitka spruce 
 Back & sides:  
 Laminated mahogany 
 Neck:  Mahogany 
 scale leNgTh: 603mm (23.75”) 
 FiNgerBoard:  Rosewood 
 FreTs:  19 
 elecTrics:  Guild AP-1  
 w/ soundhole volume  
 and bass controls 
 hardware:  Rosewood bridge  
 w/ compensated bone saddle,  
 vintage-style open-gear tuners 
 leFT-haNded:  No 
 FiNish:  Natural 
 coNTacT:  Selectron UK,  
 01795 419460,  
 guildguitars.com 

 aT a gl aNce 

 neck 
ThiS mini jumbo has a 
reduced scale length of 
603mm (23.75”), although 
it’s tuned to standard  
pitch. Aside from being a 
compact traveller it makes 
for a great overdub guitar

 electro controls 
The Guild AP-1 active 
under-saddle and preamp 
system uses soundhole-
placed volume and bass 
controls – the latter 
reduces the bass response

 body 
The body is 368mm (14.5”) 
across its lower bouts with a 
max depth of 105mm 
(4.13”). that’s very close to 
taylor’s Gs-mini: 365mm 
(14.4") in width with a max 
depth of 112.7mm (4.44”)
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Stone Deaf EffEcts PEdals
 Forget all you know about one-trick retro stompboxes. This quartet of new models from the  
 mean streets of Huddersfield come with a jaw-dropping range of tones as standard... 

If you’re thinking the guitar world needs 
another pedal brand like your local  

high street is crying out for another coffee 
franchise, hold that cynical thought. We also 
assumed we’d seen it all… Then, we had our 
mind blown by four gain pedals from British-
based boutique squad, Stone Deaf. 

On the face of it, there’s nothing particularly 
groundbreaking about cobbling together a 
bunch of fuzz, overdrive and distortion pedals 
to flog to gain worshippers. What makes  
these retro-style items worthy of a closer look 
is the sheer amount of tonal variation, and 
innovative functionality, built into each model. 

Here, we’ve selected Stone Deaf’s Fig   
Fumb Parecentric Fuzz Filter, the Kliptonite 
Paracentric Dual OD/Fuzz Filter, the PDF-2 
Parametric Distortion Filter and the Warp 
Drive Paracentric High Gain Filter. All that 
Stone Deaf circuitry, packed into substantial 
bombproof metal chassis, can be fuelled by a 
nine-volt battery or mains adaptor (sold 
separately). Let’s get ready to Fumb-le…

 Stone Deaf  
 Fig Fumb  £175 

 Stone Deaf  
 Kliptonite  £165 

 Feeling supersonic  It’s super, man! 

fIg fumb is an anagram of Big Muff, 
but this is no clone. Like the other pedals 
here, the Fig Fumb has a much more 
advanced tonal palette than its vintage 
role model, plus a simple but effective 
single-knob noise gate. The frequency 
control offers an huge sweep from deep 
space bass to mix-piercing highs, like an 
extreme wah circuit. Your dream fuzz 
sound is in here somewhere along with 
countless others. Like that guy that can 
never remember where he left his car   
in a multi-storey car park, this life-
changing pedal is on a different level.

the KlIptonIte is a two-for-one deal 
featuring superb-sounding overdrive 
and fuzz circuits in a single box. You get 
the same mind-boggling bandwidth   
and frequency adjustment as the other 
Stone Deaf stompboxes, and a unique 
control called Mirror Mix. The latter 
concept is easier to hear than explain 
but basically you can have a mix of, say, 
75 per cent of overdrive to 25 per cent 
fuzz then instantly ‘Mirror Mix’ that 
ratio to 75 per cent fuzz and, well, you 
get the idea. This effectively gives you 
two footswitchable dirt sounds. Nice.W
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The Warp Drive’s bandwidth 

and frequency controls  
offer so much variety

 Stone Deaf  
 Warp Drive  £175 

 Stone Deaf  
 pDF-2  £139 

 Feeling supersonic 

 Queen of the Stone Deaf... 

looKIng at the Warp Drive, you probably 
see just one pedal with a bunch of knobs.  
Strike that. The bandwidth and frequency 
controls offer so much tonal variety that the 
pedal takes on many more characters than 
you’d find with a regular gain pedal. recording 
with the thing, we pull off a great thick distortion 
for our rhythm part with the bandwidth control 
set to ‘fat’ then use the frequency knob to dial  
in a ‘cocked’ wah sound for a solo. For layering 
parts when recording, this thing could become 
your best friend. 

a Reboot of the PDF-1 distortion – the first 
Stone classic launched in 2010 – the aptly 
stamped PDF-2 trumps the performance of its 
Josh Homme-beloved older brother with some 
added gain. Like the other Stone Deaf pedals 
here, the PDF-2 accommodates the optional 
FP-1 expression pedal [£120], which takes over 
the duties of the onboard frequency control 
enhancing the thick characterful distortion 
sounds. You get everything from throaty 70s 
rock to the kind of aggressive tones you’d expect 
from guys such as  the aforementioned  
Mr Homme and Jack White.

 type:   active EQ,  
 fuzz, overdrive &  
 distortion pedals 
 ControlS:  
 fig fumb: Effect on/off,  
 cut/boost, balance,  
 frequency, fuzz, bandwidth,  
 noise gate level and on/off; 
 Kliptonite: Effect on/off,  
 fuzzy/Klipped on/off, cut/  
 boost, balance, frequency,  
 fuzzy drive, bandwidth,  
 Mirror Mix;  Warp Drive:  
 Effect on/off, cut/boost,  
 balance, frequency, Warp,  
 bandwidth, noise gate  
 level and on/off;  
 pDf-2: Effect on/off,  
 clean/dirty, height, gain,  
 frequency, bandwidth 
 BypaSS:  true bypass  
 poWer:  9V battery  
 or  mains adaptor  
 [not supplied]  
 ContaCt:  stone deaf  
 01706 882486  
 www.stonedeaffx.com 
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 Dunlop  
 EchoplEx DElay  £189 
 A tape echo sim that revives a classic name 

In the pre-digital delay days, 
the Echoplex found its way 

into the rigs of  such legends as 
Jimmy Page, Brian May and Andy 
Summers to name a few. Launched 
in 1961, the Echoplex had two 
valve-based incarnations before the 
solid-state EP-3 appeared in 1970.

Unlike the multi-head designs 
typical of Copicats and Roland 
Space Echoes, the Echoplex 
featured just a single replay head 
alongside a record/erase head that 
could slide along a fixed axis – the 
distance between the two heads set 
your preferred delay time. The 
typical Echoplex sound had 
consecutive repeats with a natural 
decay, but guitarists also liked the 
EP-3’s FET preamp, which could 
boost an amp and add a pleasing 
colour to the sound. Production of 
tape-based Echoplexes ended in 
1991, but the Echoplex name was 
bought later by Jim Dunlop and  
has recently been revived for its 
preamp-aping Echoplex Preamp 

and now, the Delay, designed to 
replicate the actual tape echo.

Like many delay pedals, the 
Echoplex has knobs to control 
delay time, feedback and volume, 
but it also has an Age parameter, 
brought in and out by a press on the 
volume knob, which is designed to 
emulate sonic artefacts, reflecting 

the idiosyncrasies of tape echoes. 
Turning up the Age (by pressing 
and hold the volume knob) dials in 
increasing modulation to simulate 
the ‘wow and flutter’ typical of tape 
transport mechanisms, but also 
changes the tonal qualities of the 
repeats from a clean yet vintage 
timbre through edgier and grittier 
to repeats that are quite fat and 
distorted, saturated tape-style.

Where the standard mode does  
a pretty good impression of a tape 
echo in good working order with 
new tape, the various degrees of 
Age offer up plenty of options to 
replicate a machine that may have 
issues and tape that’s well-worn.  
If you’re looking for esoteric delay 
types, this might not be the one for 

you, but with delay times from 
doubling up to 750ms (increased  
to a whopping four seconds with 
Dunlop’s sold-separately Tap 
Tempo footswitch), plus character 
and blending from the Age 
parameter, there really is scope  
for all flavours of vintage repeats.

If it really has to be tape, you 
could search eBay for a vintage 
Echoplex or plump for Fulltone’s 

modern take, but Dunlop’s offering 
gives you a delay experience that’s 
similar to an original without any 
of the maintenance issues – plus it 
will fit on your pedalboard. The 
pricing may seem about right 
compared with the competition 
from Strymon, but getting the full 
vintage EP-3 sound by pairing the 
Preamp and Delay will set you 
back over £300, which seems a lot, 
given Catalinbread’s Belle Epoch 
makes a similar claim in a single 
pedal at around half the price. 
However, the Echoplex’s authentic 
vibes are hugely addictive, and 
once you’ve played with it, you 
may struggle to play without…
Trevor Curwen

The Echoplex’s authentic  
vibes are hugely addictive
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 T y pe:  Delay pedal 
 ConTrols:  Sustain, volume,  
 delay, age, internal mono/stereo  
 switch, bypass footswitch 
 soCkeTs:  Standard TRS input  
 and TRS output (stereo operation  
 possible by using splitter cables),  
 tap tempo pedal input 
 By pass:  True relay or  
 trails bypass 
 power:  9V DC adaptor  
 (supplied),  240mA 
 ConTaCT:  Westside  Distribution  
 0844 326 2000  
 www.jimdunlop.com 

 aT a gl anCe 

 AgE 
ThIS lED lights up red 
when you engage the 
age function via a 
press on the volume 
knob – it simulates the 
sonic qualities of an 
ageing Ep-3

 TAp TEmpo 
If you plug the MxR Tap 
Tempo footswitch (£39) in 
here, you get increased 
delay time of up to four 
seconds, with instant  
foot control

 FooTswiTch 
Two bypass modes are 
on offer: true bypass, 
which cuts the delay 
stone-dead, or a 
buffered trails bypass 
where repeats continue 
and fade naturally



 TC ElECTroniC WireTap  
 riff recorder  £119 
 Meet the high-spec digital dream-catcher... 

The WireTap kicks the arse of 
any smartphone simply 

because it’s always on call

The WireTap’s is always 
ready on your ’board 
when inspiration strikes

The retro buttons allow 
you to play back your 
recent recordings

ThE WireTap is a mains 
only, ultra-compact 

stompbox that allows you to 
capture song ideas as you play. ‘Big 
deal,’ you say. ‘I can do that with 
my smartphone.… Maybe, but  
the true bypass WireTap has more 
going on inside its chassis than  
you could imagine. For a kickoff, 
you can record  up to eight hours 
worth of 24-bit 44.1khz CD quality 
files on this thing which can then 
be downloaded to a computer via 
the onboard mini USB socket for 
storage or manipulation on your 
desktop recording software. 
There’s more. Download the free 
WireTap app to your iOS or 

Android-fuelled smartphone or 
tablet and you can upload your 
files from the pedal via Bluetooth. 
From there, you can trim, name, 
and forward your ideas to band 
mates and anyone else who will 
listen to them.

Beyond its lavish spec, the 
WireTap kicks the arse of any 
smartphone simply because it’s 
always on call in your signal chain. 
To start recording, stomp on the 
footswitch. To stop, hit it again.  
To revel in your creative genius, 
press play then skip between your 
saved recordings with the equally 
retro ‘back’ and ‘next’ buttons. It’s 
so simple.

At £119, plus the not-included 
cost of a mains adaptor, the 
WireTap Riff Recorder could be 
viewed as an expensive luxury to 
some. And you can’t even order a 
pizza with it That said, if you’re 
looking for a songwriting partner 
who won’t take a cut of the 
royalties, it’s a bit of a bargain.
Ed Mitchell

  Features   
  sound quality   
  Value For money   
  Build quality   
  usaBility   
  oVerall rating           
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 T y pe:  Digital recording pedal 
 ConTrols:  Recording start/stop  
 footswitch, play, back and next buttons 
 soCkeTs:  Mono input, mono output,  
 mini-USB, mains adaptor 
 By pass:  True bypass 
 power:  9V mains adaptor [not supplied] 
 ConTaCT:  TC Electronic 0800 917 8926/  
 www.tcelectronic.com 



 DigiTech  
 DirtY robot  £129 
 Sound transformer... keyboards in disguise 

The Dirty Robot’s tracking is 
faultless – play fast runs and 
the pedal is right on your tail

A pair of outs mean you 
can get your synths 
sounds out in stereo

The Dirty Robot has the 
option of two different 
synth sounds on board

The new Dirty Robot 
pedal from DigiTech 

is typically robustly built, and it’s 
here to make your guitar sound 
like a synthesiser. You get two basic 
synth voicings. The first DigiTech 
describe as a ‘straight envelope- 
style synthesis’. This is just like 
holding down the keys on a 
synthesiser… only in this case 
you’re controlling the dynamics  
on this occasion by whacking your 
guitar strings.

The second sound is a ‘vocal 
formant synthesis’. This is your 
classic robot voice with a 
pronounced ‘ee-yah’. It sounds  
a little bit like a vocoder, or an 
exaggerated wah effect, if you’re 

still not sure what we mean. 
Anyway, if this setting doesn’t 
remind you of classic 80s sci-fi 
soundtracks, in particular the 
original Terminator, then you 
really need to download some 
Schwarzenegger films…  

The Dirty Robot’s tracking is 
faultless meaning that you can 
play fast runs and the pedal is right 
on your tail. You can manipulate 
the sound with the onboard filters, 
and add chorus and vibrato effects 
for some wow and flutter. This will 
really help your synth lines pop 
when you’re adding parts to a rock 
or metal mix. The vocal formant 
setting is great for funky bottom 
string riffs, the effect is not a 

million miles from Richie 
Sambora’s talk box sound on the 
Jove’s Livin’ On A Prayer.  

For the price, this mech’s dirty 
deeds are done relatively dirt 
cheap. Ultimately, it’s up to you 
how well synth sounds would sit 
with the music you make. For the 
adventurous guitarist, this could 
be the ticket to a brave new world.  
Ed Mitchell

  Features   
  sound quality   
  Value For money   
  Build quality   
  usaBility   
  oVerall rating           
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 T y pe:  Stereo mini synth pedal 
 ConTrols:  Effect on/off with  
  momentary vibrato activation, Voice,  
 Sens/Time, Drift, Start/Stop, Mix/Mod 
 soCkeTs:  Stereo 1/4” Inputs & Outputs 
 By pass:  True bypass 
 power:  Harman PS0913DC-02 9V mains  
 adaptor [£16, not supplied] 
 ConTaCT:  Sound Technology  
 01462 480000 www.digitech.com 



All the smAll things
Accessories

 Fender ArtisAn  
 CrAfted  
 LeAther strAps 
  Fuss and leathers  

not only can you feel the quality, but you can smell it with 
this luxurious new leather strap from Fender. Made in the USA, 
the Artisan series is crafted from three layers of premium hand-
selected leather with saddle-grade stitching – there’s no chance 
of this one breaking mid-gig. Available in 2-inch and 2.5-inch 
widths and black or brown finishes, these are the Custom Shop 
of Fender straps. The brown 2.5-incher we have here is finished 
with oil and wax for a broken-in look. In fact, it’s so luxurious, we 
deemed it worthy of Ricky Gervais’s shoulders in our shoot last 
issue. It ain’t cheap, but this is seriously classy strappage.
(from £86, www.fender.com)

 rotosound  
 string CLeAner  
 And LubriCAnt 
  A clean sweep for strings  

Are those acidic fingers of 
yours burning through strings 
quicker than you can fit your next 
set of 0.010s? If rust and grime 
plague your wires after a sweaty 
gig, you might just want to give 
Rotosound’s string cleaner ’n’ lube 
a go – its silicone-based formula 
prolongs string life, increases 
brightness and reduces friction. 
Use a cloth to apply the stuff under 
your strings to remove dirt, and 
you could well end up playing 
faster, too, with that lessened 
friction making for easy slides and 
pull-offs. Nice!
(£5.95, www.rotosound.com)

 FlAre Audio eArpLugs 
  We’re all ears  

our eArs are our most important assets, 
so protecting them is essential – and Flare 
Audio’s Isolate earplugs could well be the 
most musician-friendly yet affordable 
way to do that. Isolate plugs reflect sound 
away from the ears, rather than absorb it 
like regular earplugs, reducing overbearing 
bass frequencies from reaching your 
lugs. That means clear sound at gigs, with 
increased detail at safe listening levels, by 
attenuating all frequencies equally. Two 
versions are available: the aluminium, multi-
coloured Isolate (£23) and the Isolate Pro 
(£46),  which is constructed from titanium  
for increased durability and isolation. Both 
sets come with three sizes of Earfoams, too.
(from £23, www.flareaudio.com)

 d’AddArio/PlAnet  
 WAves turbotune peg Winder 
  A proper wind-up  

restringing is a tedious process at the best of times, so 
a peg winder is pretty much an essential purchase for most 
guitarists. D’Addario’s latest not only handles mini, full and 
bass-sized tuners, but it also glows in the dark, so there’s 
no chance of losing it backstage. Even better, it includes a 
detachable socket for use with electric screwdrivers (take   
it easy, mind), plus an integrated bridge pin puller, which  

means you can chuck those pliers back in the  
toolbox. Covers all the bases, this one.
(£15.80, www.planetwaves.com)
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SexOnFire
Learn theFollowill brothers’ layeredguitar
lines fromtheirmassivehit singleof2008

kings Of leOn
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in2008,SexOnFire tookKingsofLeon
tonewheights,particularly in theUK
where thesinglebecametheir first tohit
numberone.Althoughtherearenosolos,
themixtureof rhythmguitarparts is
enoughtopiquesome interestasmultiple
linesweave inandoutofeachother.
FrontmancalebFollowill’s accented

offbeats in theopening riff provide the
first challenge. It’s all straighteighthnotes
but theemphasison the lastoffbeatnote
ofeachbarcanmake the timing tricky.
consult the tabandpractiseslowly,
ignoring theaccentsall togetheruntil you
start togeta feel for it.
thepotential forconfusion is

compoundedbyMatthewFollowill’s intro
linewherewhat isessentiallya reggae
groove isbrought into themix.Naturally,
you’ll onlybeplayingoneof thesepartsat
any timebut it’sworth taking the timeto
understandhowtheyall fit together
musically.Your rhythmplayingwill
definitelybenefit.

Getthesound
Forliveperformances, the
Followillbrothersbothuse
humbucker-equippedGibsons
toplaySexOnFire.Matthewmost
oftenplaysanES-137andCaleb
playsa1972ES-325.ALesPaulor
SGtypeguitarwillcertainlysuffice,
butasemi-acoustic isamore
authenticchoiceofguitar.Vox,
MatchlessandOrangeampshave
all figuredintheir line-ups,sowe’d
opt foroneoftheseoradigital
modellingoption.

soUnD ADViCe
Everything you need to know before playing ‘Sex On Fire’

themajorityofthis trackusesriffs
andtwo-notechord ‘fragments’whichare
easytoplaybutdon’tnecessarilyhave
theirownnames. Infact,manyofthe
chordnamesabovethetabare ‘implied’
chordssuggestedbythecombinedsound
ofall theguitarsandthebass.Thatmeans
thenamesundertheshapesheremaynot
correspondtothenamesoverthetab.Still,
theshapesareallhereforyoutopractise
beforeattemptingthetrack infull.

Chords

although therearen’tany
solosassuch, themain lick in
thechorusoutlinestheEmajor
scaleonthefirstandsecond
strings.Playthroughthenotes
shownonthefretboardhereto
getabetterunderstandingof
howMatthewputthis line
together.

Scales

gain baSS mid trEbLE rEvErb

CHAnneLOVErdrIVE
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SexonFire
Music and lyrics bycaleb,Nathan, JaredandMatthewFollowill
©2008bugMusic Limited. Warner/chappellNorthAmerica
Limited. bMIMusic. bMGrightsManagementUSLLc.
WWreproducedbykindpermissionofHal Leonardcorporation.
All rightsreserved. Internationalcopyright Secured
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thechallengehere isgettingafeel forthepulseright fromthestart.Calebemphasisesthesecondnote(a16thfretC#shownwitha>accentmark)–anunusualapproachbecause it fallsonthe
offbeat,whichusuallyhasaweakerunaccentedsound.Practisewithoutemphasisingthisnoteuntilyougetafeel for it.

intrO & verse (guitar 1)

intrO (guitar 2)
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tHiSsongcomeswithafulldemotrackanda
backingtrack(minusguitar)onyourCd.
Simply insert thedisc inyourplayer,pressplay
andjamalong,guitaraokestyle!

Full track+backing
(tracks 59-60)

FulltaB
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verse 1 (guitar 2)

thiSiSasimpleoffbeatgroove.Thismeansthat ifyoucount ‘1&2&3&4&’ intimewiththemusic, thechordsfallonthe ‘&’s.Matthewoftendownpicksthis line,but it’sgenerallyeasier touse
upstrokesonoffbeat lines.Eitherapproachis fine– just focusonkeepingyourtimingsteady.

matthewplayS this livewithmoreoverdrivethanontherecording.Thekeythinghere is lettingthetopnoteringoutbutpalm-mutingtherestandthisneedscarefulplacingofyourpickhand.Aimto
findasweetspotwherethethirdstringstaysmutedbutthesecondstringstill ringsout.

intrO (guitar 2) (cOntinued)
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chOrus (guitar 2)

althoughthiS iswrittenasdiads(two-notechords)you’ll findthatduetoalternatepickingyou’llemphasiseeitherthe lowerorupperstringdependingonwhetheryou’reusingadownstrokeor
upstroke.Yourfrethand’s job istoaccurately fretandmutetheremainingstringsatthesametime.
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Chorus 1: No repeat
Chorus 2: Play 2 times
Chorus 3: No repeat
Chorus 4: Play 3 times

chOrus (guitar 1)
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‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ J

œœœ
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9
9
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‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ J
œœœ
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13
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14
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9
9
9

‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ œœœ
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13
14
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13
14
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13
14

12
13
14
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

verse 1 (guitar 3)

theFinalpartof theverseseesthesameoffbeatpatternasheard inthe intro,butwiththesecondstringaddedtofleshoutthetwochordshapesandfilloutthesound.Listencarefullyandyou’llheara
gapbetweeneachchord(shownwitha ‰ rest inthenotation).Mutethestringswithyourfrethandoneachrest.
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œœœ
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C#m7
‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ J

œœœ
12
13
14
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14
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14

9
9
9

‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ J
œœœ
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13
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9
9
9

‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ ‰ Jœœœ œœœ
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14
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13
14
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13
14

12
13
14
[ ]
[ ]
[ ]

verSe2 followsthesamechordsastheoffbeatgroovesfromtheintroandversebutwithsomerhythmicchangesatthebeginning.Noticethatverse2startswithafour-barpause,but inverse3you
playthemusic frombars2to5ofourtab insteadofpausing.

verses 2 & 3

caleB’Spart in thechorus isreallysimilar totheriffheplays inthe introandverses,andit followsthesamealternatepickingpatternbetweenthetwostrings. Ifyou’replayingaloneplayMatthew’s
leadpart; ifyou’replayingwithanotherplayerthiseasy lineshouldprovideasteadybedrockforguitar1.
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0
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0
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0
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0
7

0
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œ œ œ œ ˙
0

7
0

7
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chOrus (guitar 2) (cOntinued)
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BreakdOwn (guitar 1)
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Œ Ó
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7
0

7
0

C#m
œœ œœ
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7
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Œ Ó

7
0

7
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œœ œœ
Œ œœ œœ

Œ

7
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7
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0

9
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BreakdOwn (guitar 2)

caleB’SSimpleguitarpart followsexactlythesamerhythmasMatthew’sbutusingsimplershapesonthefifthandsixthstrings .Thesecrethere is tonotstrumthetwostringstoohard,astheopen
sixthstringhasatendencytogosharpifyoustrike it toohard.

thereare twosimpleoctaveshapeshere,butyoushouldtakecarewhenchangingfromshapetoshape. Ideally thefirstshapeshouldbeplayedwithyourfirstandthirdfingers,whereasthesecond
shapeisplayedwiththefirstandfourthfingersthanksto itswiderspacingonthefretboard.
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œœ œœ Œ œœ œœ Œ
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13
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11
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11

BreakdOwn (guitar 1) (cOntinued)

Get a quote:
allianzmusic.co.uk
0330 100 9626

Get comprehensive cover
for your instruments and
equipment from £33 a year.

The stage belongs to
those who dare.

Allianz Musical Insurance
are with you at every gig.
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Waterfall featured on The Stone 
Roses’ 1989 debut album, but was 
later released as a single in 1991 – it 
smash it was a hit and became one of 
the songs of early 90s. 

The bulk of the track is built around 
a repeating two-chord arpeggio riff, 
as shown in the first two bars of tab. 
John Squire moves his pick from 
string to string at speed – and this can 
take a fair bit of practice to perform  
in a relaxed and musical way. Aim to 
keep your pick strokes tight and 
controlled, staying as close to each 
string as possible. 

If you prefer to put your own stamp 
on the song, why not play with a 
looser strumming style, or even 
combine strumming with the picked 
electric guitar part shown in the tab? 
It’s quite easy if you start off by 
strumming the full chord on beat 1, 
then use your pick to articulate 
individual strings. Feel free to be 
creative and see what works best  
for you.

Dust off your capo and try out some 
simple open chord shapes to recreate 
The Stone Roses’ classic indie hit

104    ocTobeR  2016
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1

0

3
2

0
0 0

4
0

D5 Gmaj7
F#5 Bmaj7

q=104

let ring throughout

Capo 4th fret
( ) ( )

..œœ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ œ
2
0

3
2

0
0 0

4
0

D5 Gmaj7
F#5 Bmaj7

Play 4 times
( ) ( )

.œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ œ

5

3
0

4

3
0

G5 Dadd11
B5 F#add11

( ) ( )

&
T
A
B

# # # # # # .œ œ œ œ .œn œ œ œ

4

2

3
0

2

3
0

.œ œ œ œ .œ œ œ œ

5

3
0

4

3
0

.œ œ œ œ .....
œœœœœ

œœœœœ
œœœœœ

œœœœœ
2

3
0

0
3
0
2
0

0
3
0
2
0

0
3
0
2
0

A7sus4
C#7sus4
( )

Em7
G#m7
( ) G5 Dadd11

B5 F#add11
( ) ( ) Em7

G#m7
( )

In bars 1 and 2 play the opening F# chord with your first two fingers, then use your third finger when you reach the 4th fret of the fourth string. From bar 3 each 
arpeggio can be played with a number of different fingerings so use fingers that give you the quickest, slickest chord changes.

veRSe

Waterfall
Music and lyrics by Ian brown and John Squire
© 1989 Imagem London Limited
Worldwide reproduced by kind permission of Music 
Sales Limited.
All Rights Reserved.  International copyright Secured

Waterfall
 The STone RoSeS 
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Chords

G#m7
(em7)

x o

3

1

Capo – 4th fret

x x

f#add11
(Dadd11) 

x o

2

3

Capo – 4th fret

x

f#sus2
(Dsus2)

x o

1

2

Capo – 4th fret

x o

f#5
(D5)

x o

1

2

Capo – 4th fret

x x

b5
(G5)

x o

1

Capo – 4th fret

x x

b
(G)

o

1

3

Capo – 4th fret

o

G#m/C#
(em/a)

x o

2

Capo – 4th fret

x

G#m
(em)

o o

2 3

Capo – 4th fret

o

badd11/D#
(Gadd11/b)

x o

2

Capo – 4th fret

x x

e
(C)

x o

2

3

Capo – 4th fret

o

C#7sus4
(a7sus4)

x o

2

Capo – 4th fret

o o

C#
(a)

x o

2 3

Capo – 4th fret

o

Gmaj7
(bmaj7) 

x o

3

Capo – 4th fret

x x

John squIre plays 
Waterfall with a capo at the 
4th fret, which effectively 
transposes the guitar up by 
four semitones and makes 
it easier to play in the 
slightly unfriendly key of F# 
major. This means the 
open strings (marked ‘o’ 
over the chord boxes) are 
actually 4th fret capo’d 
notes. Note that we’ve 
used the un-capo’d ‘open 
shape’ names in the 
songsheet over the page to 
make it easier to follow.

 ALSo AvAILAbLe: 
 The CompLeTe STone RoSeS 

(Guitar tab with chord symbols, 120pp,  
£16.95 ref. aM956527)
This superbly presented, definitive songbook 
contains all the Stone Roses songs from the 
compilation album of the same name. 
Includes classic singles ‘Fools Gold’, ‘I Am 
The Resurrection’ and ‘Waterfall’. Arranged 
in standard and guitar tab notation, complete 
with lyrics, chord boxes and symbols, this 
book is a fantastic choice for any guitarist.
www.musicroom.com

1

o o o

2

o

3

1

3

4

1

x
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Intro
D5       Gmaj7      D5       Gmaj7     x2

Verse 1
D5       Gmaj7          D5       Gmaj7
chimes sing Sunday morn

    D5   Gmaj7              D5         Gmaj7
Today’s  the  day  she’s  sworn

     G5                  Dadd11        em7
To steal what she never could own

       G5                  Dadd11          em7     a7sus4
And race from this hole she calls home

Bridge
D5       Gmaj7      D5       Gmaj7

Verse 2
D5   Gmaj7               D5       Gmaj7
Now  you’re  at  the  wheel

              D5   Gmaj7              D5       Gmaj7
Tell  me  how,  how  does  it  feel? 

       G5                      Dadd11   em7 
So   good   to   have   equal  -  ised

     G5           Dadd11      em7   a7sus4 
To lift up the lids of your eyes

Bridge
D5       Gmaj7      D5       Gmaj7

Verse 3
           D5   Gmaj7      D5    Gmaj7
As the miles they disappear

        D5    Gmaj7       D5      Gmaj7
See   land   begin   to   clear

G5                 Dadd11        em7
Free from the filth and the scum

          G5         Dadd11   em7    a7sus4
This American satellite’s won

Bridge
D5       Gmaj7      D5       Gmaj7

Chorus 1
C                Gadd11/b     em/a
She’ll carry on through it all

nC             D5    Gmaj7    D5     Gmaj7
She’s a waterfall

C                Gadd11/b     em/a
She’ll carry on through it all

a7sus4        D5
She’s a waterfall

Bridge
D5       Gmaj7      D5       Gmaj7

Verse 4
D5  Gmaj7           D5     Gmaj7
See   the   steeple   pine

         D5  Gmaj7         D5     Gmaj7
The   hills   as   old   as   time

G5             Dadd11    em7  
Soon to be put to the test

         G5                     Dadd11        em7      a7sus4
To be whipped by the winds of the west

Bridge
D5       Gmaj7      D5       Gmaj7

Verse 5
D5    Gmaj7         D5     Gmaj7
Stands on shifting sands

       D5   Gmaj7          D5    Gmaj7
The scales held in her hands

       G5             Dadd11      em7
The wind it just whips her away

       G5             Dadd11     em7     
And fills up her brigantine sails

Bridge
D5       Gmaj7      D5       Gmaj7

Chorus 2
C                Gadd11/b     em/a
She’ll carry on through it all

nC              D5   Gmaj7    D5    Gmaj7
She’s a waterfall

C               Gadd11/b      em/a 
She’ll carry on through it all

a7sus4          D5  Gmaj7   D5    Gmaj7
She’s a waterfall

Folk Interlude
em  /  /  /  G  /  /  /  em  /  /  /  G  /  a  /

Chord Stabs
Dsus2  /  /  /     x4

Guitar Solo
D5  /  /  /     x19

Chord Stabs
Dsus2  /  /  /     x4

Outro Jam
D5       Gmaj7      D5       Gmaj7   to fade

 SOnG Sheet
Waterfall
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guitar tab this song comes with a backing track (minus guitar) 
on your CD. Simply insert the disc in your player, 
press play and jam along guitaraoke style!

backing track (track 61) 
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Put down your pick and learn one of RGT’s 
Grade Two fingerstyle pieces for acoustic guitar

RGT Exam

RGT is the UK’s only 
specialist guitar 
examination board. 
View info on RGT’s 
guitar and bass guitar 
exams, and find a 
registered guitar tutor 
at www.rgt.org

rgt / acoustic grade two

Fingerstyle guitar (aka 
fingerpicking) involves picking the 
strings with your fingers instead of a 
pick. there are two fingerstyle 
studies set for rGt’s Grade two 
acoustic guitar exam and we’ve 
transcribed one of these below. 

the piece is based around a 
repeating picking pattern, which 

means that once you’ve learned to 
play the first bar the rest should be 
relatively easy. the pattern stays 
essentially the same throughout, the 
only variation being that root notes 
fall on different bass strings. this 
shouldn’t upset your groove, though, 
because you still use your thumb, so 
it has the same feel.

We strongly recommend 
practising the chords before 
attempting the fingerpicking. Just 
run through the shapes one after the 
other and aim to make every string 
ring out cleanly. You can also 
practise the picking side of things 
without fretting any chords to home 
in on this technique.

These aRe the chords you’ll need to know to play through this month’s study piece. A mixture of Grade Two shapes and chords from RGT’s earlier grades, these are 
the kind of chords every guitarist uses every time they play, so make sure to spend a bit of time memorising them.

This piece is in 3/4 time (say ‘three four’), which means there are three rhythmic pulses in each bar. Count ‘1 & 2 & 3 &’ in time with each bar of music and emphasise 
notes that fall on the numbers. Notice that, apart from the opening note (which may be on any of the three bass strings), the picking pattern is the same in every bar.

Fingerstyle

Chords

Fingerstyle study

F
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o

G7
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1 1
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1
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43 ..
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0
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0

0

Cmaj7
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cont. sim.
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Dm7
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1
0

1
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Fmaj7

 video  lessonwww.bit.ly/tg285video
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This diagram represents a G chord. The ‘o’s are open strings, and a circled number 
is a fretting hand finger. A black ‘o’ or circled number is the root note (here, G).

Here are the abbreviations used for each finger. Fretting hand: 1, 2, 3, 4, (T)
Picking hand: p (thumb), i (index), m (middle), a (annular), c (little finger)

This fretbox diagram represents the guitar’s fretboard exactly, as seen in the photo. 
This design is used for ease of visualising a fretboard scale or chord quickly.

1

2 3

o  o  o

G

Here the chord looks like a C in the tab, but the capo on the 2nd fret raises the 
pitch to make it a D. The 2nd fret capo’d notes are shown with a ‘0’ in the tab as 
if they were open strings.

THe fret box diagram illustrates the fret hand fingering for the A major scale using 
black dots for root notes and red dots for other scale tones. The photo shows part of 
the scale being played on the fourth string with the first, third and fourth fingers.

A major scale

1 1 1 1

3 3

4 44

 4

4 4

222 2

THe blue line in the diagram represents a capo – for this A chord, place it at the 
2nd fret. Capos change the fret number ordering. Here, the original 5th fret now 
becomes the 3rd fret, 7th fret now 5th fret, etc.

1

2 3

 o  o  o

A (G)

CAPO 2nd 
FRET >

23

4

1

T p

i m
a

c

1

2

3

 o  o

d (C)

CAPO 2nd 
FRET >

x

 Hand labelling  

 capo example  

 nut and Fretboard 

 capo notation 

 cHord example 

 scale example 

FRet BOXes: chORds, scales and capO nOtatiOn

THe symbols under the tab tell you the 
first note is to be down-picked and the 
second note is to be up-picked.

eacH of the four notes are to be 
alternate-picked (down and up-picked) 
very rapidly and continuously.

Palm-muTe by resting the edge of 
your picking hand palm on the strings 
near the bridge saddles.

Drag the pick across the strings shown 
with a single sweep. This is often used 
to augment a rake’s last note.

Play the notes of the chord by 
strumming across the relevant strings 
in the direction of the arrow head.

 down and up-picking   tremolo picking   palm muting   pick rake   appreggiated cHord  

GuitaR techniques: pickinG

Tab is short for tablature, a 
notational system used to give 
detailed information as to 
where notes should be played 
on the fretboard. Tab appears 
underneath conventional 
music notation as six 
horizontal lines that represent 
the strings of the guitar, from 

the sixth (thick) string at the 
bottom to the first (thin) string 
at the top. On these lines, 
numbers represent the frets 
where you should place your 
fingers. For example, an A note 
on the 2nd fret, third string, will 
be shown as a number ‘2’ on 
the third line down on the tab. 

Unfretted strings are shown 
with a ‘0’. The key and time 
signatures are shown in the 
traditional notation. TG also 
includes a timestamp to tell 
you where in the original track 
you’ll find each example. 
Finally, a tempo marking is 
expressed in beats per minute. 

What is taB?

o  o  oo  o  o
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FRettinG hand

Pick the first note then hammer down 
on the string for the second note. Pick the 
third note and pull-off for the fourth note.

 Hammer-on & pull-oFF  

afTer picking the first note, rapidly 
alternate between the two notes shown in 
brackets using hammer-ons and pull-offs.

 note trills  

Pick the first note and then slide to the 
next. For the last two notes pick the first, 
slide to the next and then re-pick it (RP).

 slides (glissando)  

SounD the notes marked with a square 
by hammering-on/tapping with your fret 
hand fingers, instead of picking.

 Fret Hand tapping  

X markingS represent notes and 
strings that are muted by your fret hand 
when struck by your picking hand.

 Fret Hand muting  

BendinG and viBRatO

freT the first note (here, the 5th 
fret) and bend up to the pitch of the 
bracketed note, before releasing again.

 bend and release  

BenD up to the pitch shown in the 
brackets, then re-pick the note while 
holding the bent note at the pitch shown.

 re-picked bend  

SilenTly bend the string up from the 5th 
fret (PB5) to the pitch of the 7th fret note, 
pick it and release to the 5th fret note.

 pre-bend  

Pick the note then bend up a quarter-
tone (a very small amount). This is 
sometimes referred to as a ‘blues curl’.

 quarter-tone bend  

your fretting hand vibrates the string by 
small bend-ups and releases. Exaggerate 
this effect to create a ‘wide’ vibrato.

 Vibrato  

haRmOnics

Pick the note while lightly touching 
the string directly over the fret 
indicated. A chiming harmonic results.

 natural Harmonics  

freT the note as shown, then lightly 
place your index finger directly over ‘x’ 
fret (AH‘x’) and pick (with a pick, p or a).

 artiFicial Harmonics  

afTer fretting the note in the triangle, 
dig into the string with the side of your 
thumb as you sound it with the pick.

 pincHed Harmonics  

Place your finger on the note as shown, 
but sound it with a quick pick hand tap at 
the fret shown (TH17) for a harmonic.

 tapped Harmonics  

a PreviouSly sounded note is 
touched above the fret marked TCH 
(eg, TCH 9) for it to sound a harmonic.

 toucHed Harmonics  

viBRatO BaR / Whammy BaR

THe note is picked as shown, then the 
vibrato bar is raised and lowered to the 
pitches shown in brackets.

 wHammy bar bends  

ScooP: depress the bar just before 
striking the note and release. Doop: 
lower the bar slightly after picking note.

 scoop and doop  

a noTe is sustained then the vibrato 
bar is depressed to slack. The square 
bracket indicates a further articulation.

 sustained note and diVebomb  

SounD the note and ‘flick’ the vibrato 
bar with your picking hand so it ‘quivers’. 
This results in a ‘gargling’ sound!

 gargle  

genTly rock the whammy bar to 
repeatedly bend the pitch up and down. 
This sounds similar to fret hand vibrato.

 wHammy bar Vibrato  

OtheRs

THe edge of the pick is dragged either 
down or up along the lower strings to 
produce a scraped sound.

 pick scrape  

Turn the volume control down, 
sound the note(s) and then turn the 
volume up for a smooth fade in.

 Violining  

THe numbers in the traditional 
notation refer to the fingers required to 
play each note.

 Finger numbering  

any kind of fingerpicking 
requirements are shown at the bottom 
of the tab notation.

 pima directions  

TaP (hammer-on) with a finger of 
your picking hand onto the fret marked 
with a circle. Usually with ‘i’ or ‘m’.

 pick Hand tapping  
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2. It’s best for 
songwriting
Whether you switch 
things up with an 
alternate tuning, stick 
on a capo, stomp an 
effects pedal or batter 
on your soundboard 
like you’re in Stomp, 
there’s a thousand 
ways the guitar can 
unlock your creativity. 
It seems unlikely that 
Jimmy Page could have 
written Communication 
Breakdown if he’d 
played the triangle…

The Final Countdown

10. It’s portable 
When a guitarist 
wakes up on a 
glorious summer’s 
day, they simply 
amble down to the 
park with an acoustic. 
the same can’t be 
said for a drummer 
with a 10-piece kit, 
who has to lurk in 
their waterlogged 
basement, battering 
away in the gloom like 
Gollum, and eventually 
dying from a vitamin  
D deficiency.

1. All the coolest 
bastards play it
Slash. Jimmy Page. 
Keith richards. Kurt 
cobain. Jimi Hendrix. 
Johnny thunders. 
Joe Strummer. Noel 
Gallagher. Are you 
noticing a pattern 
here? by picking up 
the guitar, you’re 
running with a 
baton handed down 
by rock’s most 
untouchable icemen. 
clearly, the same 
can’t be said when 
you plump for the 
penny whistle…

Reasons  
To Choose  

The GuiTaR

Yeah, just you try writing 
Stairway on a kazoo…

Leave that xylophone at 
home if you wanna do 

some al fresco playing

9. It’s dirt-cheap 
After a shaky start back in the 70s, budget guitar 
factories in Asia can now make their cNc routers 
perform like keyhole surgeons, and you can now 
pick up a giggable electric for around £100. Good 
luck getting a pipe organ for that kind of wedge.

8. It looks awesome
Well, obviously. to strap on a guitar is to feel 
yourself imbued with outlaw cool. to hit a power 
chord is to send a tidal wave of pheromones 
sloshing through the venue. Unlike, say, the French 
horn, which makes you look like a vet with your 
hand up the arse of some bizarre brass animal.

7. It’s handy in a fight
When a gig turns nasty, it pays to have a solid slab 
of timber in your hand. Just ask Keith richards, 
Pete townshend or Pete Doherty, who have all 
felled foes with a well-timed swing of their axes.  
“A telecaster,” notes Keef, “is a damn good club.”
 
6. It’s sociable
“this is a chord. this is another. this is a third. 
Now form a band”. So went the advice of 70s punk 
fanzine, Sideburns – and it pretty much sums up 
the lightning-fast transition between picking up a 
guitar and finding yourself in a van hurtling towards 
a doom-metal fest in Doncaster.

5. It’s versatile
Some days you want to be Nick Drake, others you 
want to be Kerry King. Guitar is the only instrument 
out there that truly sheds its skin, taking you 
everywhere from high-gain hellfire, to ethereal 
shimmer to hot-buttered porn soundtrack.

4. It’s expressive
If you’ve got a personality, the guitar will bring it out, 
with your soul seeping through your fingertips in 
the form of bends, vibrato, slides and slurs. If you 
haven’t got a personality, best to go with bass…

3. It’s therapeutic
Somehow, smashing through a few visceral open-
position chords makes everything feel better, in a 
way that tooting on a kazoo doesn’t. If they had an 
acoustic and a beatles chord book in the backstage 
area on Jeremy Kyle nobody’d ever throw a chair 
across the stage again…

There’s no getting away from 
it, the guitar is just damn cool
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